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WHAT IS ConnectCOS? 

PURPOSE & OVERVIEW 
ConnectCOS – the first citywide multimodal transportation planning effort in two decades – is an  
in-depth assessment of the state of the Colorado Springs transportation system based on technical  
analysis and input from the public to establish a long-term plan for ensuring the system continues to serve 
the community well for the next two decades. The process and the resulting plan document the analysis, 
public input to the process, and outcomes and recommendations necessary to implement this plan.

The transportation plan also supports the vision for the community developed through the public process of 
PlanCOS, the City’s Comprehensive Plan.  Adopted in 2019, this community and land use plan documented 
six key themes (Figure 1) on which the community is focused.  

Vibrant 
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Unique

Places 

Thriving

Economy

Strong 

Connections

Renowned 

Culture

Majestic 

Landscapes

Figure 1. PlanCOS Key Themes

ConnectCOS explores how  
transportation investments can help 
the community realize this vision. 

ConnectCOS includes a broad array 
of recommendations for enhancing 
mobility in Colorado Springs. An  
ambitious and diverse set of  
recommended projects – ranging from 
sidewalk infill to bus rapid transit (BRT) 
to new interchanges – will transform 
the regional transportation network 
and greatly improve the accessibility 
and utility of all modes, enhancing 
safety and comfortability of travel 
around the city regardless of personal 
mobility needs and preferences. 

Transportation & Community
A community’s transportation system is its lifeblood. 
The system holds the community together by providing 
connections among people, places, and ideas. It 
enables movement by providing access to essential 
functions such as schools, jobs, and healthcare. The 
transportation system also enables the transport 
of goods and provides access to activities such as 
entertainment, recreation, and exercise. Without an 
effective transportation system, a community cannot 
thrive or grow.

Transportation systems must also evolve and adapt to 
keep pace with innovation, changes in travel behavior, 
and other societal trends. It must function as a 
cohesive and integrated whole to be effective, but it is 
only ever as strong as the individual streets, sidewalks, 
and trails that make it up. Each needs regular 
monitoring and upkeep to remain a functional part of 
the larger system.
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FOUNDATIONAL ELEMENTS 
This multimodal transportation plan is not simply an update to the City’s previous plan from 2001. Much 
has changed in the last 20 years. Colorado Springs has grown in size, population, and traffic. Technology is 
changing the way that vehicles move and systems connect. Expectations for personal mobility are linked 
to changes in desires for more choices in mode and expectations for workplaces. ConnectCOS provides 
an opportunity to review the transportation system and develop a plan that 
addresses the evolving needs of the community. 

To truly be comprehensive, a multi-phased approach was necessary, starting 
with a thorough review of existing planning documents and the establish-
ment of goals for the transportation system.  

Integrated Planning
The development of a multimodal transportation plan does not happen  
independent of previous planning efforts. A review of other relevant  
planning efforts completed by the City, El Paso County, and other  
transportation agencies ensures the analyses and recommendations of  
each informs the development of ConnectCOS.

This plan serves as the primary guiding document for multimodal improvements to the system of road-
ways, bridges, sidewalks, and other infrastructure that ties the City together and aims to provide access 
for everyone to everywhere. ConnectCOS aligns with PlanCOS, the City’s long-term land use visioning 

document. Land use and transportation are 
inexorably linked – neither can be effectively 
planned without consideration of the other.

Better integration of foundational plans like 
PlanCOS and ConnectCOS also focuses 
future efforts on pursuing community goals.  
Because these plans reinforce desired 
outcomes, they provide clear and consistent 
direction to other planning and design  
efforts such as neighborhood, corridor, or 
area plans.  An integrated planning process 

also increases transparency and effectiveness.  One example is the Platte Avenue Corridor Study that con-
siders citywide goals within the specific context and needs of Platte Avenue to identify actions or  
investments.

Goal Framework
Guidance from PlanCOS and early stakeholder 
involvement led to the development of a goal framework that defined key analytical metrics and guided de-
velopment of potential projects and other actions that will improve system performance. The framework is 
built around six goals to create a transportation system that is more safe, equitable, sustainable, efficiently 
reliable, accessible, and connected.

It is important to evaluate the existing system and how it performs against these goals to truly identify 
system needs. Critical corridors or locations where these goals are not adequately addressed or could be 
significantly improved provide opportunities to improve the performance of the entire system. What are the 
gaps and where are they located? A data-driven analysis, combined with extensive stakeholder and public 
engagement, identified the system’s shortcomings as needs and informed development of strategies and 
projects for the future transportation network.

COS Bikes!
2045 Regional Transit Plan

Moving Forward 2045
Park System Master Plan

Regional Mode  Specific Area  & Neighborhood
Experience Downtown

North Nevada
Ivywild

Policy Plans
Complete Streets Policy Framework

RetoolCOS

Other 
Relevant 

Plans
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PLANNING PROCESS 
State of the System Analysis 
To evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of the City’s current transportation 
system, a data-driven analysis was imperative, one that would allow transparency 
and provide a repeatable means of analysis. The thorough analysis explored many 
areas of the transportation network and systems.

Findings from this analysis ultimately resulted in the identification of a series of 
Critical Corridors – the network of streets most foundational to meeting citywide 
mobility needs. Further analyses and project development efforts were structured 
around these corridors.

Data-Driven Analysis Factors
• Safety

• Traffic Performance

• Economic Development Opportunities

• Community Activity Center Access

• Social Demographics

• Transit Propensity

• PlanCOS Strong Connection Priorities 

• Anticipated Changes in Land Uses

Evaluate Critical Corridors 
for Need
Rather than acting as a passive reference, 
the ConnectCOS goals were put to direct 
use in the analysis to ensure a consistent, 
translatable, and transparent approach. 
Early in the ConnectCOS process,  
candidate Critical Corridors were assessed 
against the Goal Framework elements to 
determine deficiencies in the corridor 
related to each goal element. Based on the 
number and types of deficiencies, the 
corridor was assigned a level of need 
– none, low, medium, high, critical.  
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Figure 2. What is a Corridor?

The results of the needs assessment were compiled and mapped to paint a picture of where the overall 
system’s most critical shortcomings lie. This process helped determine the types and scale of improve-
ments needed along each Critical Corridor. During this process, a set of 14 Critical Corridors were identi-
fied as the streets most critical to safely, comfortably, and efficiently move people throughout the city.

Needs-Driven Projects
After the team established an overall understanding of the City’s current transportation system and  
determined the manner and magnitude of Critical Corridor needs, the next step was to develop and refine 
a range of actions to address deficiencies and needs related to mobility and the goal framework in  
Colorado Springs. Further technical analysis, engagement with the public and stakeholders, and  
conversations with City staff and elected officials resulted in hundreds  of project ideas to improve all 
modes of travel. The team then evaluated these ideas and ultimately refined them into the package of 
improvements recommended in this plan.

Network Connectivity
ConnectCOS includes guidance and recommendations for all modes of travel and identifies modal  
networks that serve the entire community. This includes: 

 � Major Thoroughfare Plan (MTP): Identifies functional classification and corridor preservation needs.

 � Active Transportation Network: Presents the ConnectCOS vision for improvements to the bike, pedes-
trian, and trail network.

 � Transit Vision Network (TVN): Recommends expanded system coverage and enhanced service, such 
as BRT, along key corridors and connecting multimodal hubs and activity centers.

Evaluating Other Challenges and Opportunities 
ConnectCOS also considers policy recommendations and strategies that will help the City benefit from 
emerging transportation-related technologies or better address the full range of goals. Broader strategies 
related to technology, maintenance, regional connectivity, and other mobility-related topics were also 
identified during the planning process, resulting in a holistic vision for enhancing mobility in Colorado 
Springs.
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ENGAGEMENT

PURPOSE & OVERVIEW 
The purpose of ConnectCOS is to assess the current transportation system in Colorado Springs and develop 
recommendations for ensuring an efficient, accessible, safe, and well-connected network for people who drive, 
walk, bike, and take public transit in the city. In addition to the technical analysis, ConnectCOS included robust 
public involvement and stakeholder engagement to identify and prioritize short- and long-term transporta-
tion projects. A strong public engagement process ensures that people who live, work, and travel in Colorado 
Springs have an opportunity to participate and shape the outcomes of the planning process.

Public involvement for this effort included targeted outreach to identified stakeholders (e.g., key community 
groups and elected officials) to provide decision-makers with information, guidance, and clear accountability for 
the path forward. The public engagement process also sought to empower the broader community and general 
public with knowledge and awareness of the work being undertaken.  

CI
TY

 O
F C

OLO
RADO SPRINGS RESIDENTS

• Provide input 
to help shape 
the future of 
transportation 
in the city

EL
EC

TE
D

OF
FIC

IALS & COMMUNITY LEADERS 

• Serve as project 
champions

• Disseminate 
updates within 
their networks

COMMUN
IT

Y/
BU

SI
NE

SS
/CIVIC/RELIGIOUS/EDUCATION ORGANIZATIONS 

• Disseminate 
information within 
their network

• Provide input and 
advocate for their 
members/ 
constituents   

The engagement strategy supported outreach with the leadership team, 
stakeholders, elected o�cials, and the public. To incorporate key stakeholders’ 
technical and community knowledge, three committees served as decision-makers 
and sounding boards before presenting to the general public:

Speci�cally,  the public involvement strategy was aimed at achieving the following goals:   

Inform and involve the general 
public to ensure the planning 
process and all resulting 
transportation projects address 
public concerns and aspirations.

Achieve buy-in from elected 
officials and key stakeholders to 
ensure the plan addresses 
citywide transportation concerns 
and aspirations. 

Collect feedback from the public, elected 
o�cials, and key stakeholders to develop a list of 
transportation projects designed to encourage 
the diverse use of mobility options and increase 
travel safety and e�ciency throughout

PROJECT TEAM (PT): The City of Colorado Springs and project team leads. Project leadership served as the 
day-to-day decision-makers.  

EXECUTIVE OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE (EOC): Representatives from City agencies, sta�, and other technical 
stakeholders who provided subject matter expertise, examined technical aspects, and advised on the 
overall messaging.

COMMUNITY ADVISORY COMMITTEE (CAC): A diverse representation of the broader community that 
helped build informed consent around potential solutions and shared information with their constituents.

PUBLIC: Input from other City residents and travelers was obtained through public meetings, drop-in 
question and answer sessions, and online surveys and commenting tools.

PUBLIC PROJECT
TEAM

COMMUNITY 
ADVISORY 

COMMITTEE

EXECUTIVE 
OVERSIGHT 
COMMITTEE

Figure 3. Public Involvement Strategy



CONNECTCOS 
ENGAGEMENT 

TOOLS
• Stakeholder one-on-

one meetings

• Briefings with elected 
officials

• Regular meetings 
with registered 
neighborhood 
organizations 
and community 
organizations 

• Project website and 
digital resources

• E-newsletters

• Media relations

• Multicultural outreach 
(e.g., use of culturally 
competent materials)

• Equity-focused 
outreach (e.g., 
targeted small group 
meetings)

• Videos

• Surveys

• Social media

• Americans with  
Disabilities Act (ADA) 
compliant materials

• Individual phone calls 
and personalized 
email invitations

• Flyer delivery to local 
businesses

APPROACH 
Collaborative Engagement 
Because collaborative engagement was identified as crucial to the 
success of the eventual plan, much thought and strategy went into 
the makeup and diverse representation of the stakeholder groups and 
outreach.

COVID Responsiveness
With the constantly evolving national, state, and local guidance  
surrounding the COVID-19 pandemic, the approach to public  
involvement prioritized individual safety. Virtual engagement activities 
were offered throughout the project. Small group and one-on-one  
meetings with the project team were also available upon request.

Digital Engagement 
A key element of public engagement was to deploy innovative  
strategies and interactive digital tools, especially during the pandemic, 
to enable people to provide input from the comfort of their homes. In 
addition to virtual meetings and workshops, the suite of digital  
engagement tools included the following: 

 � GoCOS!: Mobile app for City news and events  

 � MetroQuest and Social Pinpoint: Interactive survey platforms 

 � Social media: Facebook, Twitter, and Nextdoor to generate  
awareness

 � City’s web platform: Project website to help combat  
misinformation, educate stakeholders, and engage Colorado 
Springs residents throughout the study 

Equitable and Inclusive Engagement 
Engagement milestones were closely aligned with the technical  
milestones so residents, employees, business owners, visitors, and 
commuters could learn from the ongoing technical analysis. This gave 
the public an opportunity to process the technical information and then 
provide more feedback regarding the future of transportation and  
mobility in Colorado Springs. Efforts to engage underrepresented 
people and a broad range of transportation needs included tailored and 
targeted outreach. 

Grassroots Engagement 
In addition to traditional communication materials (newsletters, emails, 
fact sheets, frequently asked questions, etc.), bilingual flyers were dis-
tributed to local businesses and project partners and placed in existing 
buses through a partnership with Mountain Metro Transit (MMT).

7
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Table 1. Summary of ConnectCOS Public Engagement 

Engagement 
Activity

Level of Community  
Engagement

EOC Meetings 11
CAC Meetings 8

Stakeholder Interviews 
and Follow-up Meetings 21

Strengths & Weaknesses 
Community Survey using 

Social Pinpoint

1,700 responses 
600 map-based 
comments

Virtual Public Meeting 1 Nearly 150 
participants

Virtual Community Office 
Hours

60 participants over  
4 sessions

Priorities & Strategies 
Community Survey using 

MetroQuest
800+ responses

Virtual Public Meeting 2 Nearly 130 
participants

Digital Comment Card 44 responses
Mayor’s Briefing 2

New Council Member 
Briefings 3

Citizen Stakeholder  
Meetings 3

Citizen Transportation 
Advisory Board (CTAB) 

Briefing
4

Planning Commission 2
Mayor and/or City Council 

Work Sessions 2
In-person Public Open 

Houses by Council District 6
HBA Briefing 2

DoD/PPACG Joint Land 
Use Committee 2

WHERE WE TRAVEL
Make it easier to travel within 
Colorado Springs  (61%)

Make regional travel along the 
I-25 corridor easier  (34%)

Neutral (5%)

HOW WE TRAVEL
Faster vehicle trips to reach 
destinations  (41%)

Fewer miles travel to reach 
destinations  (45%)

Neutral (13%)

WHERE WE INVEST
Spend transportation invest evenly 
throughout the City  (33%)

Focus investments where need for access 
to transportation is greatest  (60%)

Neutral (7%)

LOCAL PRIORITIES:
Take better care of the existing 
transportation system  (47%)

Expand the transportation system with 
new facilities and services  (46%)

Neutral (7%)

SIZE OF PROJECT
Use funding now for small project 
to address current needs  (51%)

Wait to accumulate larger amounts of funding to 
pursue larger projects in the future  (37%)

Neutral (11%)
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Figure 4. Goal Ranking and Prioritization Exercises from Second Public Survey
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WHAT WE HEARD AND HOW WE USED IT 
The feedback collected through the public involvement process shaped the goal framework, which provided a guide for 
the entire process, including the technical analysis. It also helped to identify critical corridors and to vet potential projects. 
Below are key themes summarized from public input and how each was considered in the development of the plan.

SAFETY: Stakeholders shared several safety concerns related to specific intersections, modes of travel, and traffic 
management. Stakeholders shared that managing traffic speeds in neighborhoods was important, as was increased 
walkability in neighborhoods and commercial areas. Regarding active transportation, stakeholders shared support for 
an increase in protected bike lanes and walkways in addition to more responsive crosswalks.  

MAINTENANCE AND INFRASTRUCTURE: Stakeholders highlighted how maintenance of sidewalks and existing 
infrastructure in Colorado Springs has improved over the last few years, with the exception of potholes. Stakeholders 
also noted how wayfinding signs have improved in the City, in terms of both the effectiveness in guiding visitors and the 
number of total signs. New projects should use existing infrastructure (i.e., old stations) as much as possible. 

REGIONAL MOBILITY: Several stakeholders discussed the demand for a mass transit solution along the Front Range, 
connecting Pueblo to Fort Collins through Colorado Springs and Denver. The need for this is driven by the increasing 
number of people commuting into and out of Colorado Springs, as well as the rising congestion on I-25.  

CONNECTIVITY: With new housing being developed in the East and North-East, and the growing business district in the 
North, greater connectivity for all modes of travel (active, transit, drive) is needed throughout Colorado Springs. This 
includes better connections for drivers navigating the city, as well as more frequent bus routes that connect all to all 
areas of the City.  

PUBLIC TRANSIT: Stakeholders discussed how there are limited public transit routes connecting the southeast area of 
the city to downtown, public service centers, and commercial and office districts. The need for more equitable transit 
connectivity between the East and West, and a desire for public transit routes connecting the North, were also flagged 
as priorities for ConnectCOS. With considerable residential and commercial development taking place throughout the 
city, stakeholders emphasized the importance of an efficient, well-connected public transit system. 

CONGESTION: With fewer cars on the road due to the COVID-19 pandemic and the rise of remote working, stakeholders 
noted the reduction of congestion throughout the city. Prior to this change in driving habits, stakeholders flagged 
numerous corridors as problem areas for traffic.  

BICYCLE LANES: Stakeholders noted how there is currently little demand to increase the number of bikeways throughout 
the city; however, continued maintenance and improvements for the existing bikeways would be welcomed. Specifically 
noted were upgrading dirt trails to paved, and working to connect existing bikeway systems on the outskirts of the city.  

TRANSPORTATION EFFICIENCY: Stakeholders shared hopes that some of the suggested plans through ConnectCOS 
would lead to better traffic flow in certain areas. Stakeholders also shared that, as Colorado Springs continues to grow, it 
is important that planning is proactive and seeks to strengthen existing connectivity. There was a desire to see the 
ConnectCOS plan expanded to include a project focused on safety, mobility, and accessibility improvements for Uintah 
Street as it was characterized as an important east-west corridor. Methodologies used by the project team looked at 
transportation systems in relation to land use and transit options that match development patterns. Support was 
expressed for the east-west connection at Constitution. Several stakeholders placed great importance on the 
preservation of historic communities.

PEDESTRIAN: With a lack of public transit routes and stops, residents who commute and/or travel without a personal 
vehicle often have difficulty with the first and last mile of their journeys. This leads to safety issues with pedestrians 
having to cross wide, busy intersections to travel further to find a safe crossing point. These issues are more prevalent 
for workers who need to travel at night without a personal vehicle. Several stakeholders shared concerns with the lack 
of sidewalks in some areas of the city, as well as compliance with the ADA.

ACCESSIBILITY: Improvements to any element of the transportation network or infrastructure must consider and 
accommodate all populations across Colorado Springs. Some sidewalk curbs are not compliant with ADA.

Figure 5.  Public Engagement: What We Heard and How We Used It
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VISION & GOALS 
PLANCOS
PlanCOS, the City’s recently adopted comprehensive plan, established the vision 
for the continued vitality and growth of Colorado Springs over the next 20 years. 
It revolves around six vision themes, each supported by Big Ideas and associated 
subtopics, which provide the basis for goals, policies, and strategies. 

Strong Connections is the vision theme that primarily addresses transportation 
– a city’s transportation network is the thread that weaves it together, connecting 
neighborhood to neighborhood, home to work, tourist to attraction. 

 � Vibrant Neighborhoods

 � Unique Places

 � Thriving Economy

 � Strong Connections

 � Renowned Culture

 � Majestic Landscapes

CONNECTCOS
As a partner document, ConnectCOS lays out the next 20 years of transportation improvements in  
Colorado Springs and brings to life the mobility goals, ideas, and values established by the PlanCOS  
process. The development of ConnectCOS began with an underlying commitment to support the  
PlanCOS goals and vision. As  a subordinate plan, ConnectCOS will implement – not rewrite – the vision 
of PlanCOS. ConnectCOS explores how transportation serves the Big Ideas behind the other key vision 
themes. Some of the Big Ideas, such as Transit to the Next Level and Infill Development, influenced  
development of projects later in the planning process. 

VISION 
The PlanCOS vision for Strong Connections is that Colorado Springs…

…adapts to how we move by transforming our corridors to support our future  
generations’ health and mobility needs, enhancing economic mobility,  

upgrading infrastructure, and regional connectivity.

ConnectCOS, building from the work of PlanCOS, seeks to ensure that the transportation system of the 
future offers the mobility options needed to support the growth and continued vibrancy of the City. 
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ConnectCOS is forward thinking, holistic, and inclusive of all modes of travel; honest 
about realities; and implementable. It addresses competing priorities in a fiscally 
constrained municipal environment. 

ConnectCOS fundamental priorities: 

 �Personal Mobility – Serve people

 �Community Benefit – Serve the community

 �Resource Efficient – Be a good steward of limited resources

GOALS
ConnectCOS established six goal areas to add depth to the fundamental priorities. These are not necessarily 
complementary to each other; for example, goals to optimize vehicle flow may conflict with goals seeking to  
enhance transit frequency and efficiency. How does a plan identify what’s best for the whole city while also 
tackling challenges in specific areas of the city? The analysis framework built from these six  
community-supported goals was designed specifically to facilitate such trade-off discussions.

Safe
The plan should invest  in a transportation network 
that reduces vehicle, bicycle, and pedestrian  
crashes.  The plan should prioritize  projects that  
improve emergency response, promote safe work 
zones, and increase personal safety.

Equitable
The plan should identify context-specific transporta-
tion projects and investments that reflect the unique 
opportunities and challenges of surrounding neighbor-
hoods and the travelers who use different corridors.

Sustainable
The plan should prioritize projects that encourage 
economic development and social and environmental 
sustainability.

Efficiently Reliable
The plan should invest funds in projects that focus on 
moving more people, support more reliable trips for all 
travelers regardless of mode, and keep the network in 
good repair.

Accessible
The plan should focus on creating a transportation 
network that is intuitive to use and navigate, provides 
a comfortable travel experience, and allows for seam-
less connections between modes of travel.

Connected
The plan should invest in a transportation network 
that is compatible with adjacent land uses and  
provides connections to key activity centers and  
regional economic generators.

Personal 
Mobility

Resource 
Efficient

Community 
Benefit
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NETWORK ASSESSMENT
Every change made to a transportation system 
should come from a desire to improve quality 
of life for the people using it. To determine what 
the future of mobility in Colorado Springs should 
look like, it was important to conduct a thoughtful 
assessment of what mobility looks like today, as 
well as its ability to serve both the community as a 
whole and certain groups. 

This section provides an overview of current 
trends, preferences, successes, and challenges of 

the multimodal transportation system in Colorado 
Springs. It includes an assessment of each travel 
mode and  an overall assessment of the trans-
portation network against the ConnectCOS Goal 
Framework. This data-driven network assessment 
helps identify the critical needs and opportunities 
for transportation and mobility in Colorado Springs 
and allows  this ConnectCOS Transportation Plan 
to identify projects that will provide the greatest 
and most widespread benefits to the traveling  
public in Colorado Springs.

CITY AND REGIONAL GROWTH
Colorado Springs is a rapidly growing city both in population and 
physical geography. Growth in either of these areas puts a strain on 
the existing transportation system. Growth in both of these areas 
simultaneously makes it even more important to ultimately identify the 
strategic transportation investments that the City can make to address 
current mobility challenges while also preempting future mobility needs 
resulting from geographic growth.    

 

PlanCOS A:3
 

 

Comparative Population Growth 1960-2017 

 
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Colorado State Demographer 2017 

 

Unprecedented Regional Growth 

El Paso County will see over a quarter of a million new people by 2045, and the population for the City will likely 
be home to about 2/3rds of these residents. By that time, Colorado Springs will grow to be the size of the 
current City and County of Denver, but with a significantly different outlook: Colorado Springs will still have room 
to grow, while Denver is already land locked. A significant amount of growth continues to occur outside of the 
City. This trend will continue to result in challenges for the fiscal sustainability of the City. Although the City’s 
share of the County population has declined over most of the last several decades, recent data show that this 
trend may decline in the future due in part to demographic shifts and more urban housing choices. 

  
EL PASO 
COUNTY 

COLORADO 
SPRINGS 

PERCENT OF 
COUNTY 

2017 Population 701,283 467,108 66.6% 
2025 Projected 740,069 498,788 67.4% 
2030 Projected 797,126 526,863 66.1% 

2035 Projected 853,580 536,885 62.9% 

2040 Projected 909,947 549,481 60.4% 

2045 Projected 960,800 573,461 59.7% 

 

These projections are derived from the current 2017-18 Pikes Peak Area Council of Governments Small Area 
Forecasts which allocate population based on an overall El Paso County control total provided by the Colorado 
State Demographer. These projections assume a high proportion of regional growth will occur in areas outside 
the city limits of Colorado Springs and therefore they differ with other assumptions in PlanCOS. 

Growing Young and Old Populations 

The proportion of Millennials living in the city is increasing, and furthermore, the 20-30 year old age group is by 
far the largest for in-migration, and is the most important for fueling the city’s growth. This demand is driven, in 
part, by the strong military presence. Without appropriate housing types, jobs, and urban amenities, we have the 
potential of losing a share of this important segment of our population.  

Figure 6. Comparative Population Growth, 1960-2017 (Source: PlanCOS)

Since the 1960s the annual 
population growth of 
Colorado Springs has been 
greater than the majority 
of the cities in Colorado 
(Figure 6). To date, the City 
continues to grow at rates 
above the national average.
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El Paso County is projected to add over a quarter of a million new people by 2045, and Colorado 
Springs will likely be home to about two-thirds of these new residents (Figure 7). Unlike Denver or 

other cities in the Denver metro area, 
Colorado Springs is not land locked 
and has the unique circumstance of 
having lots of room to grow geo-
graphically, which will result in unique 
mobility considerations as the City 
and the surrounding communities 
continue to grow outwards. 

Most people migrating into Colorado 
Springs are within the 20–30-year-old 
age group (Figure 8). This  
demographic tends to have specific 

preferences related to housing types, jobs, and urban amenities, including transportation and mobility 
choices. There is the potential to lose a share of this important segment of the population without the 
proper investments. 

In contrast, the Colorado Springs population is also getting older, with the 65+ year old population 
increasing by 50 percent since 2000. Providing a balanced and choice-laden transportation system 
will be important to serve the needs of both of these populations.

PlanCOS A:3
 

 

Comparative Population Growth 1960-2017 

 
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Colorado State Demographer 2017 
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El Paso County will see over a quarter of a million new people by 2045, and the population for the City will likely 
be home to about 2/3rds of these residents. By that time, Colorado Springs will grow to be the size of the 
current City and County of Denver, but with a significantly different outlook: Colorado Springs will still have room 
to grow, while Denver is already land locked. A significant amount of growth continues to occur outside of the 
City. This trend will continue to result in challenges for the fiscal sustainability of the City. Although the City’s 
share of the County population has declined over most of the last several decades, recent data show that this 
trend may decline in the future due in part to demographic shifts and more urban housing choices. 
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2035 Projected 853,580 536,885 62.9% 

2040 Projected 909,947 549,481 60.4% 
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These projections are derived from the current 2017-18 Pikes Peak Area Council of Governments Small Area 
Forecasts which allocate population based on an overall El Paso County control total provided by the Colorado 
State Demographer. These projections assume a high proportion of regional growth will occur in areas outside 
the city limits of Colorado Springs and therefore they differ with other assumptions in PlanCOS. 

Growing Young and Old Populations 

The proportion of Millennials living in the city is increasing, and furthermore, the 20-30 year old age group is by 
far the largest for in-migration, and is the most important for fueling the city’s growth. This demand is driven, in 
part, by the strong military presence. Without appropriate housing types, jobs, and urban amenities, we have the 
potential of losing a share of this important segment of our population.  

Figure 7. Projected Growth for El Paso County and Colorado 
Springs (Source: PlanCOS)

Figure 8. Population by Age (2000, 2010, 2017) (Source: PlanCOS)

A:4
 

 

But Millennials are not the only generation that is growing; the Colorado Springs population is also getting older. 
There are now over 50,000 people 65 years or olderan increase of 50% since 2000much of which is 
attributed to the Baby Boomer generation. 

Population by Age, 2000, 2010 and 2017 

 
Data Source: US Census, American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates 

 

Land Use  
What We Should Know About How And Where We Build 

Future city growth over the next 20 to 30 years can be 
accommodated within our existing or modestly expanded 
boundaries. Currently, over 25% of the City is vacant and 
undeveloped. The majority of this area is in Banning 
Lewis Ranch, but many additional opportunities for 
redevelopment and infill exist. Although our mix of land 
uses is in overall balance with the market, there are 
inefficiencies in how some uses are distributed 
throughout our community. The location, quality, and 
intensity of existing land uses should be expected to 
change in the future. In particular, this will impact the 
redevelopment of existing areas, such as older arterial 
corridors. 

Rethinking Location, Intensity and Design 

Taking up the largest portion of the City are properties 
with conventional residential zoning. These account for 
just over 41% of the land area. The second largest zoning 
category is Planned Unit Development, which allows a 
mix of property-specific uses, most often residential. 
PUD zoning can allow for increased land use diversity, 
density or enhanced public amenities. Another 11% of 
the City’s land is zoned for office, business and 
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How We Get Around
As with most cities in the United States, private automobiles are the predominant mode of travel in  
Colorado Springs today. Nearly 80 percent of Colorado Springs commuters typically get to work by  
driving alone, and another 10 percent commute via carpooling in private automobiles (Figure 9). 

 
Figure 9. Mode Share in Colorado Springs

Source: 2020: American Community Survey 5-year Estimates Detailed Tables (B08006) Means of Transportation to Work

That is not to say, however, that automobiles are any more important than any other mode in  
comprehensive transportation planning. Mode splits for walking, biking, and transit may be relatively  
low, but people do still rely on them 
daily. Virtually everyone is a  
pedestrian at some point during every 
trip they make. Much of this reliance 
on automobiles is a side effect of how 
the transportation system of Colorado 
Springs and other cities was built and 
expanded rather than evidence of the 
community’s preference to always 
drive everywhere. 

Streets are first and foremost meant to 
serve people, and the Colorado Springs community voiced their desire  for choices. People traveling via 
any mode have equal right to a safe, comfortable, and connected  
transportation network. 

WHERE WE TRAVEL
Understanding travel patterns is key to identifying where there is demand for travel and where  
improvements are most needed to support the community’s preferred routes and connections. 
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Travel Pattern Analysis
StreetLight Data analytics assisted with an assessment of local and regional vehicular travel patterns in  
Colorado Springs. StreetLight Data is an online platform for transportation analytics and traffic count  
estimates based on mobile device data. With the data, we can estimate the amount of travel between 
points (or origins and destination) to understand the types and numbers of trips on a roadway that  
contribute to overall traffic volumes and travel demands. 

For example, StreetLight Data analyses can aid in understanding commuting patterns by showing which 
parts of the city produce the most trips (i.e., where people live) in the morning and the directional nature 
of those trips (Figure 10). This can help discern the likely travel routes between those areas and provide 
context for commute-related congestion. 

Figure 10. Example of StreetLight Data Analysis Results: 2019 Routes Used from Far Northeast to Downtown

The travel patterns analysis also helped determine commuting patterns on the state-owned roadways  
within the city – including I-25, US 24, CO 115, and CO 83 – to understand what percentage of traffic on 
those roadways is related to travel within Colorado Springs (referred to as "internal trips") compared to 
trips destinated for a location outside Colorado Springs (referred to as "external trips"). 

Understanding the percentage of trips on state-owned facilities destined for Colorado Springs compared 
to “pass-through” trips intended for other areas helps to clarify the impact of potential improvements to 
state-owned facilities as they relate to potential benefits to Colorado Springs-specific travel.

2019 Routes Far NE to Downtown

I-25 carries the greatest 
percentage of pass-

through traffic through 
Colorado Springs, with 25 
to 30 percent of trips on 
weekdays and weekends 

being unrelated to a 
Colorado Springs origin or 

destination. 

The next highest percentage 
of pass-through traffic 
occurs along CO 115, 

south of Fort Carson, with 
between 10 and 20 percent 

of trips on that roadway 
being unrelated to a 

Colorado Springs origin and 
destination. 

Between 20 and 25 percent 
of trips on state-owned 

facilities during weekday 
morning commutes are 

destined for locations within 
Douglas County. The second 
most prevalent out-of-county 

destination is Arapahoe 
County, receiving between 

8 and 18 percent of trips on 
state-owned roadways.
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MODAL NETWORKS 
The ideal transportation system provides safe, reliable, and convenient access to everyone, regardless of 
their mobility needs and preferences. Integrating multimodal thinking into the planning and design of a 
transportation system makes it more resilient, sustainable, equitable, and safer. Colorado Springs has a 
roadway network that serves people in cars well, but there are system-wide multimodal challenges that 
make travel by transit and active modes difficult.

Vehicle Travel
An analysis of citywide congestion and travel patterns – both current and future (2045) – provides a 
baseline understanding of how well the existing and programmed roadway network performs related to 
vehicle travel. It  also highlights full corridors, corridor segments, and/or intersections of concern.

Corridor Congestion

Travel speed data collected by INRIX, a third-party big data provider, was used to understand existing 
(2019) vehicular congestion on roadways in Colorado Springs. Average speeds and travel times were 
obtained for points along most major roadways in El Paso County, for every hour of every day in 2019. 
This analysis focused on average weekday (Tuesday through Thursday) peak periods (defined as 7 am to 
9 am and 4 pm to 6 pm). 

The following congestion metrics were tabulated, normalized, and summed to create a traffic  
performance score for major roadways within the city:

 � Travel Time Index (TTI): The ratio of travel time during the peak period vs. travel time for the same trip 
at free-flow speed.

 � Vehicle hours of delay: The difference between peak period and off-peak travel time (delay) while 
accounting for segment volume.

 � Vehicle hours of delay per mile: The difference between peak period and off-peak travel time (delay) 
while accounting for segment volume and normalizing for segment length.

Figure 11 shows the result of the traffic performance assessment, with the darkest red colors indicating 
the poorest performing roadways for vehicle travel.

Intersection Congestion

Congestion issues on a corridor often result from interactions with congested intersections. Congestion 
metrics specifically for portions of roadways adjacent to major intersections were calculated with the 
INRIX data to highlight intersection hot spots in the city (Figure 12). Many were consistent with those 
poorest performing roadways, but some highlighted intersection hot spots were not directly associated 
with a poorly performing roadway.

 Volume Analysis

As Colorado Springs and the metropolitan area experience residential and employment growth, traffic 
volumes are expected to increase. The analysis of future travel in Colorado Springs is largely based on 
the Pikes Peak Area Council of Governments (PPACG) travel demand model. The PPACG travel demand 
model is a regional model that accounts for anticipated growth within El Paso County through 2045. 
These projections are based on demographic data, including household and employment statistics, as 
well as land use estimation tools like UrbanSim. 
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Figure 11. Corridor Congestion Analysis (2019 data)
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Figure 12. Intersection Congestion Analysis. Worst Third Shown for Clarity. (2019 data)
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Future travel demand patterns are based on the population and employment opportunities in the area 
and the multimodal infrastructure available for travel within the region. The future year scenario is based 
on PPACG’s forecasted population and employment and a transportation system including fiscally  
constrained federal and local projects being built up to the year 2045. PPACG continually works with 
member jurisdictions to update demographic forecasts and the travel demand model. Major model 
updates coincide with regional transportation plan updates that occur on a four-year cycle. PPACG has 
recently initiated the 2050 regional transportation plan development, with the plan scheduled for adoption 
in early 2025.  

Future Capacity Analysis

The 2045 regional travel model was used to develop traffic forecasts on major roadways in the city, and 
forecasts were compared with planning-level traffic carrying capacity of those roadways. These  
comparisons were used to evaluate needs and develop strategies for these corridors as reflected in the 
multimodal ConnectCOS recommendations. 

Vehicle Travel Investments

 � The City invests in operations and maintenance of transportation facilities and service across  
different modes and different neighborhoods to ensure adequate accessibility and modal choices 
citywide.  

 � Funding categories in the Public Works budget include City Engineering, Traffic Engineering,  
Maintenance & Operations, Transit Operations, and Transit Capital.

 � The Pikes Peak Rural Transportation Authority (PPRTA), the federally and state funded Regional Plan, 
and the City’s general fund are sources for funding and implementing roadway connectivity, capacity, 
and operational improvements.

 � Four times, the public has approved ballot initiatives to improve local transportation with specific  
capital and maintenance projects: two separate 10-year lists of PPRTA capital projects and two 
rounds of Ballot Item 2C to further fund road maintenance. 

 � The PPRTA program is funded by revenue from a one-percent sales tax that is used only for transpor-
tation: capital projects (55 percent), maintenance projects (35 percent), and transit (10 percent). 

 � Completed PPRTA projects made significant improvements to east-west mobility, such as the Austin 
Bluffs/Union Interchange, Woodmen Rd Widening & Interchange, and South Metro Accessibility – 
Phase 1. 

 � 2C directs revenue from a specific sales tax rate (currently 5.7 cents on a $10 purchase) to be used 
exclusively for roadway improvements (pavement, sidewalks, curb and gutter, pedestrian ramps, and 
ADA compliance).

 � The City has been able to provide matching funds typically required for grant programs in roadways, 
transit, etc.

Vehicle Travel Needs and Opportunities
East-West Mobility 

East-west mobility in Colorado Springs has been a long-standing challenge due to the City’s terrain and 
the layout of the foundational transportation network in the city that established a limited number of  
continuous east-west routes connecting I-25 and Powers Blvd south of Woodmen Rd and north of  
US 24. Corridors, including Garden of the Gods/Austin Bluffs, Fillmore St, Uintah St, and Platte Ave, all 
experience moderate to significant congestion with limited right-of-way for expansion.
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Key Intersections

Even where overall corridor effectiveness is acceptable, one intersection can cause significant delays and 
create congestion. As Figure 13 shows, several key intersections on major corridors impact performance 
of both and can also impact adjacent intersections. Intersections include:

 � I-25/Woodmen Rd 

 � Powers Blvd/Woodmen Rd

 � I-25/Fillmore St

 � Nevada Ave/Garden of the Gods Rd/Austin Bluffs Pkwy

 � Platte Ave/Union Blvd

 � 31st St/Colorado Ave

 � Austin Bluffs Pkwy/Academy Blvd

 � Powers Blvd/Research Pkwy

 � Platte Ave/Circle Dr

 � US 24/Academy Blvd

Underutilized Right-of-Way

While many corridors experience moderate to significant congestion, there are underutilized existing 
rights-of-way. When considering the need for added capacity while preserving the unique places and 
contexts served by these corridors, underutilized public rights-of-way should be considered for mobility 
needs or to support other functions that cannot fit in congested corridors.
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Active Transportation 
Colorado Springs has many of the makings of a premier city for biking and walking: a culture of fitness, 
an abundance of natural and man-made outdoor spaces, and a gridded street network covering most of 
the city core, to name a few. 

However, substantial gaps in the City’s system of bicycle and pedestrian facilities make it difficult for 
many residents and visitors to navigate the city safely, comfortably, and conveniently by foot or by  
bicycle. 

Previous  planning efforts have resulted in an ambitious vision for a comprehensive active transportation 
network – a combination of on-street and off-street facilities that reach every neighborhood to better 
meet mobility needs. 

Sidewalks 

Sidewalk gaps represent  a significant limiting factor to the viability of active transportation because 
streets without sidewalks – aside from local neighborhood streets – are substantial barriers to people 
walking or using wheelchairs. Roadways without sidewalks are problematic for transit riders since stops 
without connecting sidewalks may be difficult to access. A transportation network’s level of reliability, 
safety, and equity is highly impacted by missing sidewalks because these missing connections affect 
the network’s ability to serve pedestrians. Figure 14 shows missing sidewalks relative to the social need 
index. 

Table 2 shows the percentage of roadways within different parts of the city that lack sidewalks. The "ar-
eas" correspond to the numbered areas found on the map. The southeast and southwest portions of the 
city have the highest percentages of roadways that are missing sidewalks (76 percent and 73 percent, 
respectively). Many of the neighborhoods in the southwest area were intentionally developed without 
sidewalks, and current residents may prefer not to add sidewalks.

Subarea Percent of Subarea Roadway 
Length with Missing Sidewalk

1 18

2 18

3 5

4 24

5 7

6 76

7 26

8 16

9 13

10 32

11 73

12 51

Table 2. Missing Sidewalk Analysis
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Figure 14. Social Need Index (2019 data) 
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Figure 15. Existing Active Transportation Network
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Bikeways

The City developed a comprehensive bicycle master plan, COS Bikes!, in 2018. 
The mission of COS Bikes! is to create a vision and roadmap to make bicycling a 
more enjoyable, more dependable, and safer travel option for everyone in  
Colorado Springs. The bicycle vision network presented in COS Bikes! maps  
379 total miles of on-street and off-street bicycling facilities. 

As shown on Figure 15, the existing bicycling network is made up of both  
designated bicycling facilities (bike lanes, buffered bike lanes) and shared  
roadways. When focusing on the designated bicycle network, gaps in the  
connectivity of this network become apparent, as the network currently relies  
fairly heavily on shared facilities. As the City pursues the COS Bikes! vision 
network, it will be important to consider how the network builds out relative to 
dedicated facilities versus expectations of shared facilities.

Active Transportation Safety

Crash data for the period of 2012 through mid-2020 was compiled and analyzed 
to understand patterns and trends related to collisions involving pedestrians 
or bicyclists in Colorado Springs. Overall, there was a general upward trend in 
pedestrian-related crashes over the analysis period– from 162 in 2012 to 228 in 
2019. The number of bicyclist-related crashes did not show a significant increase, 
though fatalities were noticeably higher toward the end of the analysis period 
(two fatalities between 2012 and 2016 and 10 between 2017 and 2019). It should 
be noted that minor crashes (i.e., crashes that don’t result in a serious injury) 
involving bicyclists or pedestrians often go unreported, so the actual number of 
crashes is likely considerably higher than what is shown in the data.

Figures 16 and 17 depict the highest densities of injury and fatal crashes,  
respectively, involving pedestrians and bicyclists over the analysis period.  
Notable hotspots for pedestrian and bicyclist crashes include Downtown, South 
Nevada Ave, Platte Ave, and Academy Blvd. Fatalities were heavily concentrated 
around several intersections along Nevada Ave, Platte Ave, and Academy Blvd.

Active Transportation Investments 

 � The City completed a comprehensive bicycle master plan, COS Bikes!, that 
puts forth a roadmap for the City to pursue a comprehensive and connected 
network of bicycle facilities.

 � In 2018 the PikeRide started a Downtown bike-share program that has since 
transitioned to a full fleet of electric-assist bikes and expanded into Old  
Colorado City and Manitou Springs.

 � The City has a local method for funding the construction of sidewalks that 
are missing or in need of repair, and for the construction and maintenance of 
nonmotorized facilities (PPRTA 2).

 � The City has a local method for funding the repair and maintenance of  
roadways, which includes curb and gutter, sidewalk, and wheelchair ramps 
(2C2 and PPRTA 2). 

 � The City has a Complete Streets Policy. Complete Streets guidelines are 
included in the Public Works Manual.
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Sources: Esri, HERE, Garmin, USGS, Intermap, INCREMENT P, NRCan, Esri
Japan, METI, Esri China (Hong Kong), Esri Korea, Esri (Thailand), NGCC, (c)
OpenStreetMap contributors, and the GIS User Community

Injury Pedestrian and Bicycle Accident Density
Jan 2012 - Jun 2020

Figure 16. Injury Pedestrian and Bicycle Accident Density, Jan 2012 - Jun 2020
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Sources: Esri, HERE, Garmin, USGS, Intermap, INCREMENT P, NRCan, Esri
Japan, METI, Esri China (Hong Kong), Esri Korea, Esri (Thailand), NGCC, (c)
OpenStreetMap contributors, and the GIS User Community

Fatal Pedestrian and Bicycle Accidents
Jan 2012 - Jun 2020

Legend
Bicycle N=13

Pedestrian N=65

Figure 17. Fatal Pedestrian and Bicycle Accidents, Jan 2012 - Jun 2020
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Active Transportation Needs and Opportunities

 � The existing nonmotorized network has missing connections in sidewalk and bikeway links.

 � The COS Bikes! Vision Network lacks an implementation or prioritization plan.

 � The COS Bikes! Vision Network currently relies on shared facilities (where bicycles co-mingle with 
vehicles), in addition to designated bicycling facilities (bike lanes, buffered bike lanes) to support a 
connected network. The plan does not provide guidance for the Vision Network to focus on  
designated bicycling facilities.

 � Challenges exist when navigating the “last 100 yards” for bicycle and pedestrian access within and 
between developments.

 � Existing zoning in some cases does not allow neighborhood land uses that people might want to 
walk or ride a bike to, such as restaurants, bars, and markets.

 � There is often opposition to removing vehicle lanes for bicycle use.

External  Evaluat ions for  Act ive Transportat ion

Walk Score is a private firm that offers qualitative assessment of active transportation in a given community or 
neighborhood. According to Walk Score, “The scores are based on a weighted average of the scores of many ad-
dresses in the city.” The evaluation includes:

Walk Score – Measures the walkability of any address 
based on the distance to nearby places and pedestrian 
friendliness

Bike Score – Measures whether an area is good for 
biking based on bike lanes and trails, hills, road  
connectivity, and destinations

At a citywide level, Colorado Springs is Car-Dependent and Somewhat Bikeable. Evaluations for some 
specific areas of the city show differences in walking and bicycling availability and comfort:

 � The Shooks Run neighborhood has a Walk Score of 71 and Bike Score of 81, meaning it is very 
walkable and bikeable. 

 � Downtown has a Walk Score of 69 and a Bike Score of 82, also indicating high pedestrian and bicycle 
accommodation.

 � A random selection of Colorado Springs neighborhoods showed some with Walk Scores in the single 
digits and Bike Scores below 20.
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External  Evaluat ions for  Transi t

At a citywide level, Colorado Springs is Car-Dependent. Evaluations for some specific areas of the 
city show differences in transit availability:

 � The Shooks Run and Downtown neighborhoods have the highest Transit Score, at 40 and 43, 
respectively.  

 � There is a Transit Score for 51 of 66 Colorado Springs neighborhoods, with  more than half in 
the range of 25-49. Neighborhoods with no transit access lower the overall score.  

 � The patented Transit Score calculation is based on frequency, type of route (e.g., rail, bus, ex-
press bus), and distance to the nearest stop on the route.

Transit 
The primary local transit operator servicing Colorado Springs, Manitou Springs, and portions of El Paso 
County is MMT, which is a division of Public Works. 

MMT runs 33 fixed routes, as well as Metro Mobility ADA paratransit service. The City of Fountain also 
has local transit service, and the City is served by several regional transit providers, including Greyhound 
Lines, El Paso-Los Angeles Limousine, Los Paisanos Autobuses, and Bustang (CDOT). 

The transit network covers a large portion of the city, but transfer requirements and low frequencies limit 
the convenience of many routes. Going forward, with significant population and job growth occurring, 
transit must play a primary mobility role in the area. 

MMT has a transportation demand management program called Metro Rides Alternative Commuting. 
This program emphasizes the use of vanpools and carpools, schoolpools, and bicycle lockers; provides  
mobility information and education; and guides mobility behavior to benefit the region. 
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Recent regional transit planning efforts touch on particular areas of concern related to transit in Colorado 
Springs. Ridership per capita for MMT is relatively low compared to comparable peer agencies. The 2045 
Regional Transportation Plan previously identified concern over the frequency of transit on main  
corridors and routes, which mirrored findings from a separate rider survey.

The plan’s transit assessment also identified and classified the types of trips that MMT riders make. 
A significant portion of MMT trips are for non-commute purposes such as running errands, reaching 
social/recreational events, and reaching city/social services. The MMT 2020 On Board Ridership Survey 
showed that the average MMT rider is within the low-income bracket and does not own a motor vehicle. 
About 74 percent of riders live in households with incomes below the poverty level, and about 20 percent 
of riders own vehicles.  

Transit Strengths

 � MMT has stable ridership that is relatively young; more than half of riders are Millennials and Gen Z.

 � MMT provides a wide coverage area and an increasing number of higher frequency service corridors.

 � MMT operations data shows steady cost efficiency and effectiveness (operating costs per passenger 
trip and per passenger mile).

 � Transit carries a variety of trip purposes in the region, not only commuters.

 � Transit provides a lifeline for those who are low-income and/or cannot afford to own a personal 
vehicle.
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Transit Needs and Opportunities

 � Transit travel times are on average more than two times longer than the same trip in a personal  
vehicle, especially to areas outside the Downtown core.

 � Higher frequency transit routes and options are relatively limited considering the size of the region.

 � More service hours (frequency, span, and days) and faster, more direct service are consistent desires 
for riders (and these areas are low in satisfaction currently).

 � Per capita ridership and ridership per service hour are low compared to MMT’s peers.

 � Coordination and availability of service among specialized transportation providers does not meet 
needs and riders must navigate  a confusing system.

 � Higher frequency and extended service hours promote choice ridership that can help address overall 
travel demand on key corridors.
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CRITICAL CORRIDORS
The primary technical component of ConnectCOS was a comprehensive, data-driven assessment of the  
existing transportation network in Colorado Springs. That assessment focused on how well the City supports 
safe, convenient, and comfortable mobility via all modes. 

Modal networks and regional connectivity were evaluated holistically; a set of Critical Corridors were also 
identified and evaluated in greater detail. Critical Corridors were identified through an evaluation of multiple 
factors, as described in this chapter. These corridors  are the most "problematic" (i.e., constrained) and/or 
have characteristics that would generate a particularly high return on investment if appropriate investments 
were made (opportunities). 

What is a Corridor?  
In ConnectCOS, the term "corridor" indicated the consideration of "travelsheds" that were often anchored by  
a major roadway in the city. Figure 18 depicts the concept of a travelshed, which considers all facets of a 
corridor that connects two locations, including the roadways, the parallel and intersection roadway network, 
trails, and transit routes. It also  considers the land use contexts surrounding the transportation facilities. 

Taking a travelshed approach acknowledges the network-level interactions of transportation facilities and 
land uses, understanding that impact to one characteristic of the corridor will also have rippling impacts to 
the other elements. Similarly, it reduces the number of demands that are put on a signal roadway and  
instead creates the opportunity to balance demands within a corridor so that multiple goals and demands 
can be addressed.     

Figure 18. Travelshed Concept

Critical Corridor Identification
A "Critical Corridor" in ConnectCOS is a travelshed 
anchored by a city roadway that is determined to 
have characteristics that make them highly  
influential in the overall functioning of the Colorado 
Springs transportation system. The right invest-
ments in these facilities will have the greatest  
benefits to the overall transportation system.  
Failing to invest in Critical Corridors  will pose 
significant constraints to achieving the elements of 
the ConnectCOS Goal Framework. 

A data-driven assessment used seven factors to 
identify Critical Corridors. These factors considered 

all facets of the ConnectCOS Goal Framework to 
help identify where a roadway or travelshed  
presents opportunities and/or constraints to 
achieving the goals. 

Traffic Performance

For the traffic performance factor, data analyses 
identified corridors currently performing poorly or 
projected to perform poorly in the future relative to 
vehicular travel. The traffic performance  
analyses examined various factors and traffic  
metrics related to congestion using INRIX data, 
StreetLight Data, and the PPACG travel demand 
model. 
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Economic Development Opportunities

Investing in transportation improvements along 
roadways with notable adjacent economic  
development opportunities would help realize the 
City’s efforts related to development and  
redevelopment. Corridors were evaluated for prox-
imity to areas designated for focused economic 
development efforts, including City-designated 
Economic Opportunity Zones, Enterprise Zones, 
Qualified Opportunity Zones, and Urban Renewal 
Areas.

Community Activity Center Access

PlanCOS identifies Community Activity Centers as 
mixed-use businesses and residential buildings of 
sub-areas within the city. These areas provide the 
daily needs of those sub-areas and surrounding 
neighborhoods and for that reason the connection 
to these destinations is vital.  An analysis identified  
the accessibility to Community Activity Centers 
based on modal choice and roadway classification. 
Those corridors that could provide access to  
activity centers with multimodal improvements 
were scored under this factor.

Social Demographics

Transportation corridors that serve vulnerable or 
underserved neighborhoods and populations were 
identified as potential targets for investments that 
support mobility choices while having heightened 
awareness to minimize intended consequences, 
such as gentrification. 

An analysis used a data-driven "Social Need" index 
to identify corridors important for social  
demographic considerations. The index considered 
one’s ability to afford basic living expenses and 
looked at the number of people in an area with an 
income that is 50 percent of the poverty level of 
income, the number of people with incomes under 
$35K and the percentage of someone’s income 
spent on rent or mortgage and transportation. 

Transit Propensity

Mobility needs and modal splits are not uniform 
across the city. Residents in some neighborhoods 
are more likely than others to use or even rely on 
public transit and active modes, depending on 
demographic makeup and land use patterns, and 

thus more in need of multimodal enhancements. 
This factor considered corridors where multimodal 
transportation investments are important because 
of land uses or population demographic trends that 
highlight a need or desire for mobility choices. 

Data to support this factor analysis included a 
"mobility need" index considering populations that 
are less likely to drive (because of age, disability, or 
access to a vehicle), as well as land use and  
population factors that indicate a propensity for 
transit (population density and the distance to key 
destinations best served by transit such as schools 
and hospitals). Candidate corridors running 
through areas with high mobility need and transit 
propensity were scored under this factor.

Desired Transportation Function

PlanCOS identifies a network of Special Focus 
Corridors that are best suited for a certain function-
ality and/or a type of transportation application. In 
support of the visions in PlanCOS, ConnectCOS will 
consider investments to advance these corridors 
toward their envisioned typologies. 

Specifically, the plan identified Multimodal Corri-
dors – those that should provide high-quality  
transit service and support regional active travel 
– and Smart Street/Technology Corridors – those 
most ripe for implementation of emerging technol-
ogies to improve safety, functionality,  accessibility, 
and on-time performance. Candidate corridors that 
are part of the Special Focus Corridors network 
were scored under this factor.

Anticipated Major Changes in Land Use

This factor highlighted corridors that are likely to be 
affected by or can contribute to expected,  
significant land use changes. These changes can 
be ascribed to planned developments, land  
annexations, or redevelopment. Proactive planning 
to ensure those changes do not strain the  
corridors’ capacities or otherwise introduce  
mobility problems is key to the ongoing  
functionality of the transportation system.  
As such, candidate corridors that pass through 
parts of the city with a high likelihood of major 
change were scored under this factor.
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ConnectCOS Critical Corridors
Many of the major roadways in Colorado Springs span large  
distances and end up having very different functions and contexts 
depending on the location. For  example, Nevada Ave between Uintah 
and Fillmore is very different from Nevada Ave north of Austin Bluffs 
Pkwy. Because of this, the candidate corridor assessment split  
corridors into segments, with segment end points generally  
indicating a notable change in context. Segments were used to help 
organize and manage the data analysis and were not used in the 
solution development to create or imply artificial breaks, gaps, or 
segments for potential projects. 

The final set of Critical Corridors were those that were repeatedly 
identified as corridor segments of significance from the seven factor 
analyses performed. Figure 19 shows how many times (up to seven) 
each corridor segment was found to be significant in a factor  
analysis. 

In general, corridor segments identified as significant in at least four 
of the seven factor analyses were moved forward as Critical  
Corridors. Some additional corridors were also included in the final 
list of Critical Corridors to ensure continuity and consistency of 
corridors during future analysis. This resulted in a set of 15 Critical 
Corridors, shown on Figure 20.  

The identified Critical Corridors represent the most problematic or 
those that have an opportunity to generate a high return on invest-
ments relative to the ConnectCOS Goal Framework if appropriate 
investments were made. Each of these corridors was reviewed and 
assessed in more detail as part of the ConnectCOS Needs Analysis. 

Critical Corridor Needs Analysis
After Critical Corridors were identified, detailed evaluations of each 
were conducted to better understand specific needs relating to the 
ConnectCOS Goal Framework and to inform development of project 
recommendations. This process included reviewing previous relevant 
planning efforts, compiling key roadway characteristics, scoring and 
assessing needs, and brainstorming solutions.

Corridor Diagnosis

The first step in the corridor analysis process was to conduct a 
detailed assessment of existing conditions and concerns for each 
segment. Contextual characteristics of the travelshed, including 
typical cross-section makeup, traffic volumes, surrounding land use, 
and existing transit service, were compiled and documented for each 
corridor segment. Potential calls for action related to each  
ConnectCOS goal area were also developed based on observations 
of the existing corridor conditions and their compatibility with future 
corridor visions. Figure 21 shows the steps involved in identifying 
and documenting these initial data and observations for each  
corridor segment.
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Figure 19. Candidate Critical Corridors
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Figure 20. ConnectCOS Critical Corridors
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1. Summarize essential corridor information.

2. Perform a preliminary assessment of each candidate critical corridor’s ability to serve the 
ConnectCOS goal areas and identify potential calls for action. 

3. Evaluate the criticality of corridor needs to better serve the plan goals. Needs were evaluated as 
N/A (i.e., no need), Low, Medium, High, or Critical. The evaluation and designations are relative 
to other corridors within Colorado Springs.

4. Identify top needs by goal area, whether corridor-wide or in specific locations, along with 
potential solutions to address the needs.

Figure 21. Critical Corridor Needs Assessment

Needs Assessment
To ensure that eventual project recommendations for the Critical Corridors were consistent with  
ConnectCOS goals, needs along each corridor segment were assessed via a methodology that tied them 
directly to the six plan goals and the respective goal descriptors. For example, "Safety" is a ConnectCOS 
Goal Framework element, and it is accompanied by a set of descriptors to help identify what is intended 
by the Safety goal (in this case, Crashes, Emergency Response, and Personal Safety).  

As shown on Figure 22, the needs assessment evaluated the criticality of need for each corridor segment 
relative to each subgoal on the same scale of not applicable (shown in white) to critical (shown in dark 
red). The assessment also documented specific needs related to each goal, either segment-wide or at a 
particular location along the segment. Discussions with City staff and other project stakeholders helped 
to identify corridor needs and their relative level of criticality. 
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It is important to clarify that corridors or areas identified as "Low" need still have needs; the needs are 
less critical relative to other needs or other corridors. ConnectCOS identifies and addresses as many 
needs as possible but puts specific emphasis on addressing the most critical needs that will have the 
biggest positive impacts on the City’s transportation network relative to the ConnectCOS goals.

 

Each Critical Corridor was assessed against the Goal Framework 
elements to determine deficiencies in the corridor and the severity of 

the deficiency (none, low, medium, high, critical).
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Figure 22. Initial Corridor Segment Screening
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Solutions Brainstorming

Once the needs of each Critical Corridor segment were  
identified, the team used a multi-pronged approach to  
brainstorm potential solutions targeted toward those needs. The 
team evaluated each corridor segment to conceive ideas for 
addressing each segment's respective needs. The brainstorming 
incorporated considerations from City staff, public and  
stakeholder input on desired improvements collected previously 
in the ConnectCOS process, and recommendations from  
previous relevant planning efforts. 

The solutions brainstorming step resulted in  a broad list of 
targeted, possible solutions for various needs. The team looked 
at these individual solution options to identify consistencies 
or logical pairings of solutions to come up with a set of more 
comprehensive projects. The goal of project development 
(different from individual solution identification) was to create 
logical projects that the City could eventually scope and pursue. 
These projects  would address multiple, related needs within the 
travelshed and provide benefits to the overall Colorado Springs 
transportation system relative to the ConnectCOS Goal Frame-
work elements. 

Examples of Previous 
Planning Efforts Considered 
during Solutions 
Brainstorming

• Envision Shooks Run 

• COSBikes!

• Renew North Nevada Master Plan, 
Transportation Plan, and Transit 
Feasibility Study

• Midland Corridor Study

• Platte Ave Corridor Study

• Moving Forward 2045 

• PPRTA 2 B List

• Regional Non-motorized Plan

• Regional Transit Plan
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CITYWIDE NEEDS & STRATEGIES 

To identify needs and project strategies at specific locations, the team conducted a granular analysis of corridors 
and locations as described previously. However, the process also considered citywide needs and holistic strate-
gies. The City may address these needs through capital investments, policy adjustments, or preparedness plans 
as they face future challenges from external forces, emerging technologies, or changing conditions. The follow-
ing topical discussions highlight the challenges identified by the public input and technical analysis process. 

REGIONAL MOBILITY
Inter-Regional Connections
Providing broader regional connectivity beyond the metro area, Colorado Springs is served by numerous  
highways under Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT) jurisdiction including I-25, US 24, Powers Blvd 
(CO 21), CO 83, CO 94, and CO 115. ConnectCOS evaluated these facilities relative to their primary function of  
inter-regional connections. Many of these corridors have been analyzed and planned improvements  
documented in detailed corridor plans.

I-25

I-25 is the principal regional connection between Colorado Springs and other regions to the north and south. 
CDOT is the agency with primary responsibility for maintenance, operation, and capital improvements to I-25 and 
currently planned improvements are documented in the Environmental Assessment completed by CDOT (https://
www.codot.gov/projects/studies/I25EAColoSpgsMonument/environmental-assessment). The City coordinates 
closely with CDOT on improvements and maintenance of the freeway and should continue to advocate for safety 
and congestion management investments on this critical corridor.

Recent and active CDOT projects on the corridor in and around Colorado Springs include: 

 � The “Gap Project” facilitating travel between Colorado Springs and Denver by adding express lanes between 
Monument and Castle Rock to provide a continuous 6-lane highway between the two cities (nearly complete)

 � An operational and safety improvement project between Fillmore St and Garden of the Gods Rd, adding  
auxiliary and continuous merge lanes (currently under design)

 � Reconstruction project between the South Academy Interchange and Mesa Ridge Pkwy 

Powers Blvd (CO 21)

Powers Blvd is a state highway facility serving as the major north-south travel corridor in the eastern part of the 
city and metropolitan area. Colorado Springs coordinates with CDOT, El Paso County, and PPACG on capital  
improvements and maintenance on the road. Following are summaries of plans for three segments of the  
corridor between I-25 north and south of Colorado Springs. 

Central Section

CDOT planning calls for a long-range program to upgrade Powers Blvd between Woodmen Rd and CO 16 to  
freeway standards, implementing the proposed action from the 2010 Environmental Assessment (EA) for  
Powers Blvd, prepared by CDOT in coordination with Colorado Springs and El Paso County. The EA proposed 
action includes upgrade to a 6-lane freeway north of Milton E. Proby Pkwy, along with right-of-way preservation 
for long-range upgrade to a freeway-level facility south of Milton E. Proby Pkwy. CDOT is currently conducting a 
preliminary design project for a future Airport Road grade-separated interchange and plans to initiate an  
alternatives evaluation/conceptual design project for a grade-separated interchange at Milton E. Proby Pkwy. 

https://www.codot.gov/projects/studies/I25EAColoSpgsMonument/environmental-assessment
https://www.codot.gov/projects/studies/I25EAColoSpgsMonument/environmental-assessment
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Southern Extension

El Paso County is leading the effort to extend Powers Blvd from its current terminus at Mesa Ridge Pkwy 
to the south to connect with I-25 south of Fountain. In 2022, El Paso County, in coordination with PPACG, 
CDOT, Fountain, and Colorado Springs, began the next step for this project with a Planning and Environ-
mental Linkages (PEL) study and access control plan to continue the effort begun in a 2000 feasibility 
study. 

Northern Section

The Powers Blvd Extension North, Woodmen Rd to I-25, EA proposed the extension of Powers Blvd north 
to connect with I-25 in the far northern part of Colorado Springs. The road was subsequently constructed 
as an arterial street with at-grade intersections with plans to develop grade-separated interchanges and 
other improvements in the long range. Two major improvement projects have recently been completed: 
an interchange at Research Pkwy and an improved Voyager Pkwy extension and I-25 interchange.  
Improvements to the segment between Interquest Pkwy and Voyager Pkwy have been designed, and  
the City is pursuing funding for construction.

US 24 East

While evaluating Critical Corridors, network  
connectivity, and future land uses, and how to  
improve the transportation system to better serve the 
goal framework, US 24 east of I-25 (Figure 23) consis-
tently came up in discussions. This route occupies 
multiple facilities, including the expressway from 
Falcon to Powers Blvd, co-routing with the future 
freeway along Powers Blvd and then as the suburban 
arterial of Fountain Blvd, before becoming the Martin 
Luther King (MLK) Bypass to connect to I-25. It serves 
many functions in many contexts. It is an inter-region-
al state highway and suburban arterial, providing 
access for single and multifamily homes, commercial 
and employment centers, and a fairly direct I-25 to  
airport connection.

Two of the studied segments identified  
transportation infrastructure in conflict with current 
or future land uses and other goals of ConnectCOS. 
The segment co-routed as Powers Blvd has needs  
consistent with the larger role of the future 
grade-separated freeway planned for CO 21.

Figure 23. US 24

ConnectCOS evaluated three sections 
of the route as identified critical 
corridors:

1. US 24 east of Powers Blvd

2. Powers Blvd from US 24 to Fountain Blvd

3. MLK Bypass/Fountain Blvd from Powers 
Blvd to I-25.
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US 24 Expressway (“Diagonal” connecting to Falcon Area)

The future of this segment of US 24 requires planning and action. Future land uses, as in this important 
growth area for the city, will provide housing, commercial, employment, and activity centers as the area 
known as Banning Lewis Ranch develops. Much of this development will face US 24 as a primary  
transportation artery. How the facility will serve these land uses is an important decision that can  
provide more positive outcomes now.

The state highway that evolves to suburban freeway may not be a model consistent with the  
community’s vision. Colorado Springs has multiple examples where former state highways provide trans-
portation, multimodal accessibility, and quality of life challenges as the city and land uses evolve around 
them. US 24 West, Nevada Ave, and Platte Ave are all examples where current land uses and former state 
highways are not always conducive to sustainable land use and harmonized with adjacent  
neighborhoods.

MLK Bypass/Fountain Blvd

The MLK Bypass of high-speed alignment and grade-separated interchanges was originally constructed 
as the  first phase of a freeway style connection to the airport. However, the neighborhoods, schools, and 
commercial areas that existed or evolved from Chelton Rd to Powers Blvd would be significantly  
impacted by any future phase that converts Fountain Blvd to an expressway or a freeway condition. It 
would create new barriers among schools, neighborhoods, shopping and homes, and it would change the  
character of this area of the city that would be better served by community building investments.

A do-nothing alternative for this segment does not address the multiple needs identified in the  
ConnectCOS process guided by public input. For example, the abrupt transition of the MLK Bypass  
“freeway” to signalized intersection at Chelton presents safety challenges for drivers and pedestrians. 
Traffic delays at the intersection with Academy Blvd hinder mobility on both of these critical corridors.

US 24 Rerouting Option

ConnectCOS recommends that the City conduct a function and routing study of US 24 encompassing 
all three sections of the corridor. This study would more fully evaluate the future development of US 24, 
current and future land uses, and the compatibility of current routing. Alternative routes should be  
considered. For example, the Woodmen Rd corridor from US 24 in Falcon to Powers Blvd is classified 
as an expressway and will soon carry six-lanes. From Powers to I-25, Woodmen Rd is a six-lane arterial 
with grade separations or enhanced intersections at key north-south arterials. Co-routing of US 24 south 
on I-25 to the Cimarron interchange and US 24 west provides an obvious and more direct connection 
of the inter-regional state highway on facilities within contexts that better match its function.  Fountain 
Blvd could then be reconsidered as an urban arterial street designed to support adjacent land uses and 
economic opportunity rather than a road focused on moving traffic past adjacent land uses.

US 24 West

CDOT completed the US 24 West EA in 2012 focusing on US 24 west of I-25 to Manitou Springs, in  
coordination with El Paso County, Colorado Springs, and Manitou Springs (https://www.codot.gov/proj-
ects/studies/study-archives/us24west/us24ea). US 24 links the Colorado Springs metropolitan area with 
Teller County, Park County, and other parts of central and western Colorado. 

A major I-25/US 24 (Cimarron Rd) reconstruction project was completed in 2017, and Colorado Springs 
should continue to coordinate with and advocate for needed safety and operational improvements on  
US 24 in western Colorado Springs. 

https://www.codot.gov/projects/studies/study-archives/us24west/us24ea
https://www.codot.gov/projects/studies/study-archives/us24west/us24ea
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Focus Areas Within Colorado Springs
East-West Mobility 

East-west mobility in Colorado Springs continues to be challenged by the capacity of existing roadways, 
limited room for expansion, and increasing demand. This challenge was formally documented over 20 
years ago when City Council adopted an East-West Mobility Study in 2002. The comments received from 
citizens during the broad outreach associated with ConnectCOS echo those concerns two decades later.  
The technical analysis itself (Figure 13) confirms that every east-west corridor between Woodmen Road 
and the MLK Bypass is stressed due to limited capacity. When considering the need to accommodate 
other travel choices including transit, bicycles and pedestrians, the stress is further increased. 

An evaluation through the ConnectCOS goal framework identifies other needs to be addressed. These 
include high crash statistics, congestion/reliability challenges, and a disconnect between the function 
of the roadway and the needs of the corridor users and surrounding land uses. Pedestrian and bicycle 
safety, transit functionality, and support for neighborhoods and businesses along these corridors are all 
impacted by traffic demands.

ConnectCOS recognizes actions underway such as the Platte Avenue Corridor Study or recommends 
specific actions for corridors including Woodmen Rd, Garden of the Gods Rd/Austin Bluffs Pkwy, and the 
MLK Bypass. However, the “central” area of Colorado Springs around and between Fillmore and Uintah 
Streets represents a real challenge within the unique context of our community’s urban core. Our valuable 
urban neighborhoods in this area would be impacted by significant expansion of roadway capacity and 
alternate routes may not exist. Public survey responses from these specific neighborhoods (conducted 
through ConnectCOS) indicated east-west mobility as a challenge.

Fillmore and Uintah Streets are particularly challenged as they serve as primary connections between 
Palmer Park area neighborhoods and I-25 and have limited room for expansion to adequately handle  
current or future traffic. To increase the capacity of these corridors, as well as many other existing east-
west corridors, the roadways may need to be widened by taking private property to create additional 
rights-of-way. This would negatively impact the businesses and homes adjacent to these corridors. Such 
direct impacts to people’s lives and livelihoods plus the undesirable acquisition of private properties  
dictate the need to evaluate and identify any other alternatives that may make sense. 

With existing corridors constrained, one such alternative that has been discussed involves potential 
future uses for the railroad right-of-way that exists east of Paseo Rd at Constitution Ave and continuing 
west toward I-25. Prior studies have evaluated use of this corridor for the possible extension of Consti-
tution Ave to connect to I-25. There was and remains opposition to this extension. It is recognized that 
any roadway extension would have impacts to strong residential neighborhoods in the area. The current 
use of the corridor as a critical connection in the Legacy Loop trail system and informal greenbelt is also 
highly valued 

It is also recognized that adding vehicle capacity to Fillmore or Uintah Streets would have impacts. There 
are multiple considerations that require additional investigation, analysis, and public discussion to de-
termine the most appropriate approach. The effectiveness of any new connections to meet the travel 
demand must be weighed against the impact of the facility on existing neighborhoods.  The benefits and 
impacts of alternatives should be evaluated through a public process.  

In service to the citizens living and working along the city’s east-west corridors, and to the general  
traveling public, a need was identified for a study to explore all options for improving east-west mobility 
in Central Colorado Springs. However, City Council has determined that any extension of Constitution Ave 
will have unacceptable consequences. Therefore, City Council voted to specifically remove the Consti-
tution Extension Study from ConnectCOS. City Council intentionally amended ConnectCOS to state that 
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the railroad right-of-way should only be considered for use as an urban greenway and as an active transportation 
corridor continuing its highly valued function in the Legacy Loop trail system. Council further directs that actions 
be taken to encourage the railroad right-of-way become a permanent part of the City’s park system.

The study will:

 � Be conducted through a public process that 
includes neighborhood representation 

 � Consider a full range of multimodal strategies 
to address mobility needs while remaining 
consistent with the ConnectCOS Goal Frame-
work and PlanCOS guidance on the value of our 
Vibrant Neighborhoods

 � Evaluate the benefits and impacts of multiple 
alternatives including:

• capacity adding alternatives that minimize 
right-of-way acquisition on existing corridors 
such as Fillmore or Uintah Streets

• transit and other modes to provide travel 
choices

The study will not:

 � “Kick the can down the road,” but will  
recommend a specific way forward 

 � Fail to consider a “do-nothing” alternative and 
evaluate the consequences 

 � Consider the potential for use of railroad ROW 
for anything other than as a greenway and 
active transportation corridor

The recommended study should provide the information necessary to decide a way forward from this topic so 
that it is not revisited again with the next transportation plan. The Central Colorado Springs East-West Mobility 
Study is intended to create an informed conversation based on a shared, public understanding of what  
choices exist and their benefits and impacts.

Figure 24. East-West Mobility and Transportation Barriers 

ConnectCOS Project #105 is a study to “determine multimodal strategies for improving east-west mobility while 
prioritizing the value of existing neighborhoods within the study area bounded by I-25 on the west, Powers Blvd  
to the east and including the Fillmore Street and Uintah Street corridors.”  It further requires that the study  
consider additional influences of planned projects and updated information generated by updates to the Regional 
Transit Plan and Travel Demand Model to evaluate if needs may change under future conditions.  The  
ConnectCOS goal framework, analysis, discussions with neighborhood leaders and the direction of Council have 
resulted in a shared understanding that the recommended study be guided by specific expectations. These  
expectations include:
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Department of Defense (DoD) Facility Coordination 

A Colorado Springs transportation plan must address the needs of its citizens,  
businesses, and stakeholder partners. An important partner to Colorado Springs and the 
Pikes Peak region is the DoD and its several installations in the area. From the United States 
Air Force Academy (USAFA) to Schriever Space Force Base (SSFB) and Fort Carson to  
Peterson Space Force Base (PSFB), many of our military personnel also call Colorado 
Springs home. Whether it be supporting a base mission or providing a safe and  
welcoming community for personnel, the transportation system of Colorado Springs should 
be responsive to these needs. The planning process included representation from these 
installations through the DoD/PPACG Joint Land Use Committee.

ConnectCOS acknowledges this requirement and responds with multiple and specific  
actions:

 � Completing the north Powers Blvd connection to I-25 to enhance mobility for USAFA 
cadets, families, and staff with improved access to the COS airport

 � Establishing a Transit Vision Network that specifically connects to installation gate areas

• PSFB Transfer Center/Park and Ride

• Mobility hub and Transfer Center near USAFA gates

• Fort Carson connection to Pikes Peak State College (PPSC) Transfer Center

• Enhanced transit routes serving USAFA, Fort Carson, PSFB, SSFB

 � A more direct eastern access to the COS airport

 � Support for the Southwest Chief passenger rail 

Northeast Colorado Springs

The needs analysis of the northern  
portion of the Union Blvd critical corridor, between 
Powers Blvd and Academy Blvd, identified unique  
mobility challenges and opportunities to support the 
City’s mobility vision and goals.  The Union Blvd corridor, 
shown on Figure 25,  largely functions to support the 
movement of cars through this northern portion of the 
city. Land uses, demographics, and topography promote 
travel by vehicle and longer trips. This portion of Union 
Blvd performs well in relation to reliability and has road-
way capacity to support current and future traffic  
volumes. 

Figure 25. Northeast Colorado Springs Subarea
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However, within the ConnectCOS Goal Framework, a needs analysis uncovered some critical needs 
related to multimodal accessibility and connectivity along the corridor. Figure 26 shows the critical needs 
for the northern Union Blvd critical corridor, which highlights the overarching need for investment in 
multimodal compatibility to support neighborhood connectivity and local access to community amenities 
such as parks, schools, medical and other services. 

Figure 26. N. Union Needs Analysis

While the most direct solution would be to expand sidewalks, bicycle lanes, and safe pedestrian crossing 
locations along Union Blvd, the ConnectCOS framework considers larger travelshed corridors. A context 
sensitive approach to “complete streets” recognizes that not every street needs to accommodate every 
mode but that multimodal networks should connect key activity centers and neighborhoods. With the 
importance of Union for north-south vehicular travel, other parallel roadways and transportation facilities 
should be considered to provide mobility in the area for other modes including neighborhood transit and 
bicycle connections.

A broader consideration of how to provide multimodal connectivity within the Union travelshed identified 
opportunities to provide bicycle, pedestrian, and transit accommodations on other facilities including  
Austin Bluffs Pkwy, Cottonwood Creek Trail, and Woodmen Trail. For example, Austin Bluffs Pkwy  
between Barnes Rd and Briargate Pkwy serves mainly as an arterial connecting neighborhoods, with  
fewer larger commercial areas. Much of this area is built out with established land uses and these  
conditions usually indicate incremental traffic growth. The current right-of-way and roadway  
configuration of Austin Bluffs Pkwy is underutilized for traffic and could host additional functions such as 
transit and/or active modes to provide direct connectivity to many community amenities like the YMCA 
and multiple schools.  These uses have higher transit propensity and a need for first and last mile  
connections to residences. Union Blvd remains a critical connection for longer trips and access to key 
commercial areas and services, including the healthcare facilities at Briargate Pkwy. These trips are  
better served by vehicle-focused functions, including personal auto and enhanced transit such as BRT.
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This northeast area network is one example of a multitude of similar opportunities to address critical 
mobility needs in service to the ConnectCOS Goal Framework while recognizing that with limited public 
rights-of-way and fiscal responsibility, the allocation of both is critical to serve the many functions of the 
transportation system. A Northeast Sub-area study is recommended to evaluate current transportation 
facilities, services, and destinations and their role in providing a transportation system that is more safe, 
equitable, sustainable, efficiently reliable, accessible, and connected.

Southwest Colorado Springs

One area of the city that requires specific discussion is the south-
west neighborhoods of Midland, Gold Mesa Hill, Upper and Lower 
Skyway, Ivywild, Stratton Meadow, Quail Lake, Old Broadmoor, 
Broadmoor Bluffs, Broadmoor Hills, and Broadmoor Oaks, shown on 
Figure 27. 

Much of this area developed independent of the city and has unique 
character, topography, and, accordingly, transportation needs. 
For example, a map of missing sidewalks within city limits would 
highlight many of the streets in Old Broadmoor but there is not a 
significant call for them given the history, character, and topography 
of the area.

ConnectCOS and area specific planning efforts have identified 
needed improvements for safety, accessibility, traffic calming, 
and similar improvements. These plans and/or improvements 
include:

 � Ivywild Transportation Plan

 � Cheyenne Blvd sidewalk and traffic calming measures

 � 8th St/Cheyenne Blvd intersection improvements

Nevada Ave from I-25 south to Lake Ave is undergoing a  
transformation as a Colorado Springs Urban Renewal Area, includ-
ing improvements to the streetscape and business access.

The area faces remaining challenges including:

 � Visitor/Event/Recreation traffic impacts

 � Evacuation routing and emergency services access

 � Transit service and routing for enhancing services to the south

 � Transit to serve and connect Pikes Peak area attractions
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Figure 27. Southwest Colorado Springs Subarea

ConnectCOS recommends a more detailed evaluation of the area and its  
multimodal transportation needs. This area of Colorado Springs attracts many 
of the visitors who positively impact the regional economy and enhance  
recognition of Colorado Springs as a destination to live, work, and play. A 
transportation system that better serves these unique neighborhoods and 
area visitors should be integrated and multimodal.
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Regional Multimodal Transportation 
Beyond the standard elements of a municipal transportation network – roads and sidewalks, 
cars and buses – it is important within a municipal transportation planning effort to consider 
broader transportation-related topics such as planned future services, air travel, and freight. New 
modes that don’t currently exist in the area but have been envisioned (i.e., rail) are important to 
consider, particularly how they would interface with existing infrastructure and modes. Airports 
are major activity centers that generate a lot of traffic from both employees and travelers. The 
surrounding ground transportation network needs to provide reliable and efficient connectivity 
to and from the airport. Any planned expansions or projected growth in air travel demand should 
be factored into future roadway planning. Because freight movement also relies on the same 
transportation network as passenger vehicles, roadway planning must account for the particular 
needs of trucks. 

Passenger Rail

Passenger rail connecting Colorado’s Front Range communities has long been desired and  
discussed, and momentum has been building in recent years through a series of legislative 
actions and detailed planning efforts. In 2020, the Southwest Chief & Front Range Passenger 
Rail Commission completed a tiered alternatives evaluation process aimed at identifying feasible 
alignments and operating parameters for a future passenger rail line. 

Numerous alignment options running from Pueblo to Fort Collins were developed.  All of these 
options would include a stop in Colorado Springs (a specific station location is not mentioned). 
The options were evaluated based on criteria including expected ridership, constructability & 
cost, environmental impacts, and service to key activity centers. 

Three alignments were ultimately recommended for continued consideration and discussion; 
all three largely parallel I-25 south of the Denver metro area and then diverge between Lone 
Tree and Fort Collins. A single preferred alternative has not yet been identified, and there is no 
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firm timeline for design and construction. The Commission’s intent is to 
proceed with more detailed ridership modeling, service planning, and cost 
projections to further refine the set of alternatives that will ultimately be put 
through the more rigorous National Environmental Policy Act process. 

In addition, the State established a Front Range Passenger Rail District in 
2021 to continue building momentum toward eventual implementation of 
passenger rail service. This District, which includes all of El Paso County, 
will have two PPACG appointees on the Board of Directors and has been 
accorded taxing authority (sales and/or use taxes) upon voter approval. 
Amtrak has expressed support for passenger rail along the Front Range 
and a substantial amount of funding to rail expansion.

Although there has been significant progress and some measure of  
momentum, passenger rail along the Front Range north of Colorado 
Springs still faces significant hurdles.  Funding and  route selection  
through or around major cities still need to be reconciled. 

Passenger rail connections from Colorado Springs south may have more 
significant momentum, broad-based support, and fewer significant  
challenges. This service would connect Colorado Springs and Pueblo to 
regular Amtrak service provided by their Southwest Chief line that passes 
through La Junta, Colorado. This passenger rail connection is supported 
by Colorado Springs, Pueblo, and other agencies, including the DoD, to add 
mobility options for the many installations in the Pikes Peak Region.

The City of Colorado Springs recently completed a study of potential  
passenger rail stations near Downtown. The recommended location is 
along the existing rail yard on the west side of Downtown and on the north 
side of Cimarron St.

Additional coordination, 
planning, and design would 
be required to implement 
any version of passenger 
rail service to and through 
Colorado Springs. The 
selected passenger rail 
station location will need 
to be integrated into the 
City’s transit system and 
services.

Air Transportation

As one of 14 commercial service airports in the State of Colorado, the Colorado Springs Municipal Airport 
(the Airport) ranks second in the state in terms of passenger activity. In addition to commercial passenger 
travel, the Airport hosts general aviation and cargo operations on its west side and PSFB with military flight 
operations on the north end. On the south end of the Airport property, the Peak Innovation Park is a  
developing mixed-use 900-acre business park that includes Amazon, Northrop Grumman, and Aerospace 
Corporation facilities.  

The Airport Master Plan is currently being updated, with the update expected to be completed in late 2022. 
The Airport is expected to see more than one million passenger enplanements in 2022, rebounding from 
reductions during the COVID pandemic. The Airport Master Plan projects more than 1.2 million annual  
enplanements by 2040.

The Master Plan update includes an assessment of the multimodal transportation network that provides 
regional and local access to the Airport. The Airport Master Plan’s transportation network assessment was 
coordinated with the ConnectCOS planning process so that the challenges and solutions identified for  
Airport access dovetail with the ConnectCOS vision and recommendations. 
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Following are descriptions of the five mobility issues identified in the Airport 
Master Plan and how they are addressed in the ConnectCOS plan: 

 � Airport access to the east 

• Issue: There is a need for improved access between the Airport and  
rapidly developing areas of the city and El Paso County to the east. 

• Solutions: The Major Thoroughfare Plan provides a direct connection 
between the Airport terminal area and Marksheffel Rd with an alignment 
south and east of the Airport runway clear zone.

 � Congested airport access routes

• Issue: Many of the key access routes to and from the Airport are  
projected to be highly congested over the next 20 years without  
improvements, including Powers Blvd, Marksheffel Rd, Academy Blvd, 
Fountain Blvd, Airport Rd, Platte Ave, and Bradley Rd.

• Solutions: ConnectCOS includes recommendations for road capacity, 
traffic operations, active transportation improvements, and/or  
multimodal planning studies on Powers Blvd, Marksheffel Rd, Academy 
Blvd, Fountain Blvd and Platte Ave.  The major Airport Rd bottleneck is at 
its intersection with Powers Blvd, and CDOT and the City plan to address 
this with a grade-separated interchange. El Paso County plans to address 
needs on Bradley Rd. 

 � Improved connections to I-25 

• Issue: Improvement needs were identified for the current principal I-25 – 
Airport route along Academy Blvd and Milton E. Proby Pkwy. 

• Solutions: CDOT, in cooperation with the City, is developing plans for a 
grade-separated interchange at the Powers/Proby intersection.  
ConnectCOS also includes a recommendation for a study to address the 
functionality of the US 24/Fountain Blvd route connecting I-25 with the 
Airport.

 � Improved public transit connections

• Issue: Public transit service to the Airport is currently limited to a single 
route  and requires a transfer to get to most locations in the city. 

• Solutions: The City and the Airport are coordinating with MMT to expand 
bus service to the Airport. ConnectCOS also includes several planned 
enhanced bus corridors in the Transit Vision Network that would facilitate 
bus service to and from the Airport in the longer range. 

 � Improved bicycle access

• Issue: Bicycle access to the Airport is currently limited and improved  
bicycle access would present a commuting option for workers at the 
Airport and the growing Peak Innovation Park.

• Solutions: The Bicycle Vision Network includes improvements to several 
potential access routes to the Airport and surrounding land uses. 
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DEVELOPING TECHNOLOGY
The pace of technological innovation in the transportation industry has accelerated dramatically in recent 
years. From autonomous vehicles to smart traffic signals to micromobility services, an endlessly diverse 
array of technologies touching all parts of the transportation system are being developed, implemented, 
and evaluated constantly. It is in the City's best interest to maintain an understanding of these technolo-
gies and to stay abreast of how they can best be implemented to the community’s benefit.

Transportation System Integration + Optimization
Transportation system integration and optimization includes signalization systems, data/information  
management + insights, transit signal priority, and artificial intelligence/video analytics. Technology tools 
can also be used to identify, create, and capture revenue generation opportunities to encourage  
efficiency and regulate pick up/drop off of passengers, deliveries, etc.

Connected / Autonomous Vehicle (CAV) Technology
Closely related to transportation system integration and optimization,  CAV technology connects the  
vehicular users of the transportation system to the transportation operations center, providing an increase 
in the amount of data being collected. Data alone, however, does not transform the system operations; the 
data must be analyzed, aggregated, and transformed into information upon which actionable measures 
can be taken.

Electrification
The transition from internal combustion engines to electric vehicles (EVs) is upon us. Often, the transi-
tion to electrification is seen as an easily attainable first action for public agencies to take. However, the 
transition to electrification is more complex than the acquisition of new vehicles as the charging strategy, 
infrastructure, energy draw/energy storage, and battery/fleet management must all be considered.

Shared / Mobility as a Service (MaaS) / Multimodal / Payment Platforms
Car share, bike share, and scooter share have transformed and challenged traditional urban mobility from 
the way in which streets and paths are designed and used to the role, function, and value of the  
public right-of-way. These tools offer potential solutions to first and last mile connections and short trips 
and have the capability to efficiently move people (and possibly goods) within a much smaller footprint. 
Likewise, these new mobility options have often competed directly with traditional public transit with the 
former often being favored for the ease of use and time advantages. 

There is a unique opportunity to redefine transit with a more modern approach that better encompasses 
many of the new services as different flavors of transit to increase the overall efficiency of the constrained 
transportation system. These new/evolving systems can be supported through improved transportation 
technology/operations to prioritize movement and increase the comfort and safety of users, including 
transit signal priority, payment platforms for services, and use of curb lanes.

Smart Corridors
PlanCOS identified corridors that could be used in one or more ways to inform a framework for investment 
and operationalize changes as to how the transportation system is operated and evaluated. These  
corridors included five Smart Corridors, as well as five multimodal corridors. Likewise, ConnectCOS is 
exploring the identification of key congested corridors and travelsheds that can also inform the broader 
framework, prioritization strategy, and implementation plan. Clarity of how and why these corridors were 
selected and the implications and desired outcomes of the designations should be more defined before 
moving into the prioritization, implementation, and application of specific actions.
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RIGHT-OF-WAY ALLOCATION 
The comprehensive review of the current transportation system and future needs, coupled with the vision 
for the community described by PlanCOS, consistently reveals two key facts that should serve as a guide 
for future planning and implementation:

 � Existing public rights-of-way are stressed by current and future needs.

 � We should expect more of our public rights-of-way as we improve and expand the system.

Public rights-of-way are a significant asset to the community. They not only form the foundation of the 
transportation network but also are front porches for homes, businesses, services, recreation, education, 
healthcare, and neighbors that make Colorado Springs a community. The roads that move vehicles are 
one function carried in these rights-of-way. Streets move vehicles but also connect and serve adjacent 
land uses. They need to provide mobility for drivers and those who access these places by foot, bicycle, 
or bus. In short, these public rights-of-way have multiple functions, but the space allocated to those 
functions should be context- and need-specific.

Constrained corridors experiencing congestion 
can benefit from added travel choices where 
expansion would require significant new  
right-of-way. These choices may include alter-
nate routes through better networks or alter-
nate modes including transit. Choice transit 
service is travel time competitive with vehicles 
and can add 33 percent person carrying capac-
ity to a six-lane roadway or over 300 percent 
if one of the lanes was dedicated to enhanced 
transit (as illustrated on Figure 28). 

Better networks with integrated functionality 
can also address needs on congested corridors. For example, the transportation sub-plan for the Renew 
North Nevada Master Plan recommends connecting Cascade Ave to Mark Dabling Blvd across  
Monument Creek by replacing a bridge crossing that existed before. This connection makes use of 
underutilized capacity on existing Mark Dabling Blvd, accommodates future traffic growth in the Nevada 
Corridor, and better aligns the transportation system with the land use and character described within the 
Master Plan.

ConnectCOS identified multiple significant examples where the function and allocation of existing  
right-of-way should be evaluated to better serve multiple needs and functions. Examples discussed  
earlier include US 24/Fountain Blvd, Union Blvd/Austin Bluffs Pkwy, and the existing right-of-way along a 
potential Constitution Ave extension to I-25. The City has evaluated and implemented multiple projects 
that have successfully reallocated public rights-of-way. All are driven by a need to enhance safety or 
provide needed network connections.  Table 3 shows examples of lane reallocation projects in Colorado 
Springs.

Figure 28. Person-Carrying Capacity
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Figure 29. Pavement Preservation Concept

Table 3. Example Lane Reallocation Projects in Colorado Springs

Corridor Project Benefit

Cascade Ave Lane reallocation to buffered bike lane
• Reduced travel speeds 
• Enhanced safety

Templeton Gap Road Lane reallocation to buffered bike lane
• Reduced travel speeds 
• Enhanced safety

Van Buren St Lane reallocation to buffered bike lane • Reduced travel speeds

Dublin Blvd Lane reallocation to enhance safety and reduce travel speeds • Provided buffered bike lane 

Weber St Lane reallocation to buffered bike lane • Reduced travel speeds

Northgate Blvd Lane width reduction to buffered bike lane • Reduced travel speeds

INFRASTRUCTURE MAINTENANCE 
City officials are entrusted to responsibly steward resourc-
es, including the community’s investments in transporta-
tion. This responsibility includes the ongoing maintenance 
of infrastructure to maximize the life and service of these 
facilities. Transportation facilities, including roadways, 
bridges, trails, sidewalks, transit stops and stations, and 
others require ongoing maintenance to realize their in-
tended lifespan. Poorly maintained facilities have shorter 
lives and their intended function can be compromised. 

As one of the six key goals of the Goal Framework, a 
transportation system that is Efficiently Reliable is well 
maintained in a state of good repair. A well-maintained 
system is also more safe, equitable, sustainable,  
accessible, and connected; therefore, maintenance im-
pacts system performance relative to the entire Goal 
Framework.

Maintenance is typically considered under programs  
of asset management. Asset management is a  
comprehensive methodology to plan and manage  
existing assets (e.g., infrastructure) to minimize risk  
and maximize value and return on investment. It  
requires regular condition evaluation, planning, and action 
programs (maintenance) to complete these  
functions within the realities of predictable budgets (as 
illustrated in concept on Figure 29).

The City of Colorado Springs has a robust program and 
organization for evaluating the condition of infrastruc-
ture and programming investments to maintain these 
systems. Two components of the transportation system 
represent a significant portion of ongoing maintenance. 
These two elements are not always considered similarly 
while both are critical to system performance.
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Figure 30. Pavement Condition Map (2020 data)
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Roadway Pavement
Everyone who drives or rides on city streets can provide a meaningful assessment of pavement 
condition. Potholes, standing water, ruts and cracks are all visible and often physically experi-
enced. Awareness has helped funding for pavement maintenance to be significantly addressed 
through various programs. The 2C ballot measure initially approved in 2015 specifically targets 
potholes and pavement maintenance and complements PPRTA and City general funding.

The continued funding of the 2C program, renewed in 2019, provided measurable improvement 
of street condition citywide. Since 2015, the sales tax increase approved by the 2C ballot mea-
sure has helped fund over $250 million in improvements, including:

 � Over 1,000 miles of roadway repaving

 � 1.7 million square feet of sidewalk  
improvements

 � 4,822 accessible pedestrian ramps

Figure 30 illustrates pavement condition. 
Roads colored in yellow are rated excellent and 
closely align with roads and  
neighborhoods touched by the 2C program. 

Figure 31 shows improvements since 2015. 
Details on the program, including maps and 
lists of prior and planned paving projects, are 
available at https://coloradosprings.gov/2c. Figure 31. Pavement Condition Improvements Since 2015

Bridges and Other Structures
The City of Colorado Springs has a Bridge Asset Management Program covering the more than 470 
bridges in the City’s inventory. This inventory includes over 238 major bridges (>20 ft  
opening) with the remainder classified as minor bridges. The Bridge Asset Management Program uses 
data from ongoing bridge condition inspections and evaluates the need for action to  
develop a planned program of bridge maintenance, rehabilitation, and replacements based on condition, 
cost, and funding availability. 

The program focuses on safety and critical needs. The total need within the existing bridge inventory is 
significant. Many of these bridges were placed in service decades ago as the city and transportation sys-
tem grew significantly. They are now reaching their functional end of life and creating a wave of invest-
ment need for replacement that will likely exceed $1 billion before 2045. Many other transportation-re-
lated structures in our public rights-of-way are also aging and require attention. These include retaining 
walls, sound and visual screening structures, and traffic control device structures. 

ConnectCOS recommends increasing maintenance and capital improvement funding specifically for 
structures in our public rights-of-way. This increase should leverage local funding through the City or 
PPRTA to be competitive for state or federal funding and grant opportunities, while also seeking a new 
and dedicated funding source.
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TRAVEL DEMAND MANAGEMENT (TDM)
Existing Commuter TDM Programs
On the City’s part, most of the alternative commuter options are managed through MMT, the City’s public 
transit agency. Existing commuter TDM programs include the following:

 � Carpool: Mountain Metro Rides offers a free, automated carpool matching program through RidePro. 
Registered database users are matched with possible commuting partners who live and work nearby 
and have similar schedules. Users’ personal information is kept confidential.

 � Schoolpool: This free program is like the carpool database but is used to find shared rides to/from 
school with other parents of school children.

 � Vanpool: Through this program, MMT provides vans, for a low monthly fee, for groups of six to ten 
regular commuters.

 � Park-and-Ride: The City, in coordination with CDOT, operates three park-and-ride lots – Tejon,  
Woodmen, and Black Forest – available for 72-hour parking. Tejon and Woodmen also offer bike 
lockers.

 � Bicycle Programs: Programs include bike racks on all buses, access to bike lockers, and a bike valet 
program (offered free for City-sponsored events, and for a deposit for non-City events).

 � Links to other Commuter Services: Provided on the MMT page of the City’s website.

Bicycle / Scootershare
Colorado Springs Municipal Code, Chapter 10, Article 19, covers operation of bicycles, e-bikes, e-scooters, 
e-bikes, and other human-powered vehicles. Companies that operate bicycle or scooter services are not 
covered under current Colorado Springs legislation. Additionally, bicycle parking is currently not included 
in the City Code. Regulating bicycle parking is an integral part of managing the curb space and allowing 
for safe travel of vehicles, bicycles, and pedestrians.

TDM Program Opportunities
The existing TDM programs are positive. Further development of the TDM program could include  
promotion through advertising or branding, as well as development of overall goals, such as reductions  
in single-occupancy vehicle (SOV) travel or vehicle miles traveled (VMT). 

 � Consider coordinating with Downtown public and private agencies (such as the Downtown and  
tourist agencies) to brand and promote TDM programs, goals, and accomplishments.

 � Consider adding a TDM program to engage large and perspective employers and new large-scale 
developments to formalize TDM plans in conjunction with existing MMT programs.  

 � Allow parking reductions linked to formalized TDM plans to provide more concrete incentives for the 
private sector to use TDM tools and track performance.

Air Quality & Greenhouse Gas Emission
In Colorado, recent statewide policies such as House Bill 19-261 (HB 19-261) and Senate Bill 260 (SB 
260) have established target goals and dates. Both pieces of legislation have important environmental 
and economic implications. 

https://coloradosprings.gov/mountain-metro
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 � HB 19-261 Climate Action Plan to Reduce Pollution  
established a roadmap in which Colorado needs to cut 
transportation greenhouse gas (GHG) pollution and reduce 
2025 GHG emissions by at least 26 percent and 2030 GHG 
emission by at least 40 percent of the levels of statewide 
GHG that existed in 2005. 

 � SB 260 marked the passage of a comprehensive  
transportation bill. The legislation will raise $5.4 billion over 
the next 10 years through a combination of general fund 
transfers and new fees on gasoline, diesel, EVs,  
residential deliveries, and rideshare trips to repair and 
expand the state decaying transportation system while 
cleaning up its related air pollution. 

ConnectCOS emphasizes multimodal planning and TDM in 
Colorado Springs. Plan implementation and future focused 
transportation planning initiatives will continue to target im-
proving walking, bicycling, and public transit facilities to create 
opportunities for citizens to reduce VMT. Colorado Springs 
will also continue to partner with PPACG and other regional 
jurisdictions to respond to state and federal GHG emissions 
reduction goals. 

FILLING IN THE DETAILS
As a long-range and citywide plan, ConnectCOS is broad in 
scope and considers a wide range of priorities. Planning a 
future transportation system for the travel demand and com-
munity needs of 2045 asked big questions about transporta-
tion choices and their impact (positive or negative) on other 
community goals. It explores and defines functional modal 
networks (cars, transit, and active modes) that support these 
choices and the projects and priorities for implementing these 
networks.

An effective transportation system is not just the total net-
work, however. It works for each of us by being granular. It gets 
us to our place of work, place to eat, front door, and favorite 
store. Our local streets create vibrant neighborhoods and ac-
cess to the unique places and majestic landscapes that color 
our communities. How we operate the system to respond to  
non-recurring or unexpected events is also a granular feature 
of an effective transportation system. These topics require 
additional consideration in the implementation and operation 
of the ConnectCOS recommended transportation networks.

TRANSPORTATION 
TYPOLOGIES
For a city with the size and 
complexity of Colorado 
Springs, there should not be a 
one-size-fits-all approach to 
transportation across the city. 
However, certain qualities and 
elements should be broadly 
supported, encouraged, and 
promoted in the transportation 
and connections network.
Streets and corridors 
throughout our city have 
very different characteristics 
depending on the period they 
were built. To help address this 
diversity, PlanCOS recognizes 
several different roadway 
typologies to provide context 
for our goals and policies.

PlanCOS: Strong Connections  
(p. 88)
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Street Design
Roads and streets within the city are designated according to various “functional classi-
fications” as described in the City’s Major Thoroughfare Plan (MTP), Engineering Criteria 
Manual, and Traffic Criteria Manual. These classifications range from local and collector 
streets, through arterial roadways, to expressways and freeways.

Each classification includes specific design guidance.  However, each designation also 
has a range of flexibility to adapt to different travel demands, places, and contexts. For 
example, a principal arterial’s primary function is through mobility, but design elements 
and features may change to adapt to urban or suburban contexts. North Nevada Ave 
traverses multiple changes in context yet is consistently classified as an arterial. 

Current roadway design criteria should be updated to align with changes to the MTP 
and the identified priorities of PlanCOS and ConnectCOS. PlanCOS envisions a range 
of transportation typologies to complement the functional classifications and provide 
additional guidance for design and function. PlanCOS typologies include:

1. Urban Core Streets
2. Established Suburban Streets
3. Recent Suburban Streets
4. Future Streets and Corridors
5. Special Focus Corridors
6. Local Streets and Connections

The flexibility of the functional classification system and associated design standards 
should be used to consider and accommodate these various typologies.

Incident and Event Planning
Incident and event planning represents another topic identified in the planning process 
that should be examined in more detail. Information and comment received in  
development of the plan indicated a high interest in how the transportation system 
responds to incidents (including emergency evacuations) and major events that cause 
significant but short-lived changes to traffic volumes or patterns. 

Resource efficiency was one of the fundamental priorities for ConnectCOS communi-
cated through public comment. Extraordinary events including natural disasters or Air 
Force football games have extraordinary impacts on the transportation system. How-
ever, they are still events, not conditions. A long-range plan evaluates current and future 
conditions to recommend a system that will meet the demands of those conditions. 
Events should also be planned for using different tools and approaches. Event manage-
ment plans and strategies can focus on leveraging the transportation system that exists 
to adapt to the needs of the event. 

For example, evacuation plans can implement temporary traffic signalization, routing, 
and/or lane allocation to maximize traffic flow away from incidents. Event management 
plans can do the same to accommodate travel demands to and around community 
events. Specific traffic management plans for these temporal events can and should be 
multiagency and multijurisdictional. It is recommended that the City continue to  
coordinate with these entities to develop specific management plans for likely events or 
incidents.



Table 4 and Figure 32 show a high-level cross 
section of the project list. A more detailed  
discussion of the list and the types of  
information that can be gleaned is described in 
the remainder of this section.

Table 4. ConnectCOS Project List by Critical Corridor

Corridor Number of 
Projects

Academy Blvd 10
Austin Bluffs Pkwy 6

Briargate Pkwy 2
Colorado Ave 10

Fillmore St 10
Fontmore Rd/31st St 6

Garden of the Gods Rd 6
Hancock Expwy 6
Interquest Pkwy 3
Marksheffel Rd 6

MLK Bypass/Fountain 
Blvd

1
Nevada Ave 27

Platte Ave 13
Powers Blvd 13

Union Blvd 6
US 24 4

Woodmen Rd 10 
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 � Half of the projects (72 projects) 
are associated with multiple 
Critical Corridors

 � Project Types: 40 Active projects, 
76 Roadway projects, 9 Transit 
projects, and 17 studies

 � Project Characteristics

• 34 Trail projects, in addition to 
9 trail-specific improvement 
programs

• 51 Sidewalk projects

• 38 On-street Bikeway projects

• 68 projects that target capacity 
improvements at known 
congestion hotspots 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

PROJECTS 
Project Development
The Critical Corridor needs assessment and solutions 
brainstorming ultimately resulted in a set of more than 
140 specific recommended projects for  
enhancing mobility throughout Colorado Springs, as 
well as 9 trail-specific enhancement programs and 41 
bridge improvement projects. Recommendations from 
previously approved plans and studies, City staff input, 
and public and stakeholder input also informed  
development of the ConnectCOS project list.
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Figure 32. ConnectCOS Project Focus Information

The ConnectCOS project list is meant to be a generally unconstrained list of potential projects that would 
address critical needs and gaps in the transportation network, as identified by technical analyses, other 
planning efforts, and City, stakeholder, and public input. 

The list is not meant to indicate priorities or implementation trajectories for any projects. Those  
decisions will be dictated by a variety of factors. Examples include potential funding sources and their 
stipulations, as well as  unforeseen/unplanned events that might trigger a priority (such as a flooding 
event that damages a road and requires roadway reconstruction, thus presenting an opportunity to  
consider implementing a ConnectCOS project that would improve the roadway from its current state). 
Other examples include local or state regulations or priorities that require specific investments. The list 
includes a variety of characteristics of each project so that the list can be easily navigated and sorted as 
implementation opportunities or requirements arise.

Project Focus

 � Roadway: Primarily focused on significant roadway improvements including widening, reconstruction, 
and transit, bike, and pedestrian improvements as appropriate. Roadway projects are assumed to be 
consistent with the City’s policy for Complete Streets.

 � Active Transportation: Primarily focused on improving active transportation (bicycle, pedestrian, and 
micromobility) facilities, either on streets or on off-street trails.

 � Transit: Primarily focused on improving transit service or transit facilities such as bus stops or transfer 
centers.

 � Studies: Recommended for roadways, intersections, sub-areas, or specific transportation topics (transit 
feasibility, safety, etc.) where more focused and detailed analysis is required to identify the most  
appropriate solutions.

Active, 40

Roadway, 76

Transit, 9

Studies, 17

Project Type

Active Roadway Transit Studies

Trail, 34

Trail-Specific, 9

Sidewalk, 51

On-street Bikeway, 38

Capacity 
Improvements, 68

Project Characteristics

Trail Trail-Specific Sidewalk

On-street Bikeway Capacity Improvements
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ConnectCOS Relevancy
While all of the projects identified on the potential projects list have merit and can address one or more 
needs within the Colorado Springs transportation network, an evaluation was used to help identify those 
projects that had the greatest impact to achieve the vision set forth by ConnectCOS. Projects evaluated 
to have the potential to make the greatest impact to the broadest number of ConnectCOS goals are high-
lighted as "Best," in alignment with the scale shown on Figure 33.

 

Figure 33. Relevancy Factors

The ConnectCOS Relevancy evaluation system considered three major factors:

 � Degree of Need: Evaluates how well the potential project addresses the most critical needs of the 
associated critical corridor. Projects scoring the highest under this factor were those that directly 
targeted multiple critical needs identified for a critical corridor.

 � Range of Goals: Evaluates how many elements of the ConnectCOS Goal Framework that the  
project can impact in any capacity. Projects scoring the highest under this factor were those that 
could address the greatest number of elements within the ConnectCOS Goal Framework,  
regardless of the extent of the impact.

 � Sphere of Influence: Evaluates the extent of the project impacts in terms of geographic extent and  
the number of transportation system users that the project would impact. Projects scoring the  
highest under this factor were those that were located on routes that had the greatest number of 
users (highest daily traffic volumes, highest transit ridership) or would have the furthest reaching  
geographical extents because of the regional significance of the corridor.

ConnectCOS Goal Association

Related to the "Range of Goals" evaluation described previously in the ConnectCOS Relevancy  
assessment, the projects were evaluated with respect to their specific association with each of the six 
ConnectCOS goals and their ability to advance that goal area. Projects identified as having "High"  
association with a particular goal indicate those that can advance that goal most significantly,  
understanding many projects will advance multiple ConnectCOS goals at varying levels. This column  
can help identify projects that are the best fit for certain funding opportunities based on the focus for  
that specific opportunity (safety, equity, etc.).  
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Specific Project Elements

The specific focus and/or components of a particular project are important to know when considering 
appropriate funding opportunities. For instance, a project to provide a new trail connection and a project 
to improve a congested roadway intersection may be eligible for completely different grants and partner-
ships. These details may also be useful for eventual project prioritization. The ConnectCOS project list 
indicates whether each project includes the following elements/characteristics:

 � Addresses Congestion: Identifies projects that provide additional vehicle or people moving capacity in 
areas with known congestion challenges

 � Trail Project: Identifies projects that are specific to new trail connections or trail enhancements

 � Sidewalk Project: Identifies projects that include sidewalk expansions or enhancements

 � On-Street Bikeway Project: Identifies projects that include on-street bicycling facilities

 � Included in PPRTA: Identifies projects that were included in the 2022 PPRTA 3 ballot measure and the 
list (A-list, B-list, or Program) in which it was identified

Regional Impact (Low/Medium/High)

Similar to the "Goal Association" criterion, this criterion evaluates how regionally impactful a project is 
based on its location. The evaluation is directly tied to the "Sphere of Influence" consideration that is part 
of the ConnectCOS Relevancy evaluation that considers the extent of the project impacts in terms of 
geographic extent and the number of transportation system users that the project would impact. Projects 
with "High" regional impact are those that are improving corridors that have the highest travel demand 
(both vehicular and transit demand) and/or facilities that accommodate trips from the broadest  
geographical extent.

Bridges

The health of bridges is critical to the health of the roadway network. The near-term timing of some 
critical bridge reconstruction or rehabilitation project may impact the timing of some complementary 
roadway projects identified in ConnectCOS. This column indicates if a project includes a bridge project 
that has been identified as highest priority for reconstruction or replacement. The number included in 
the column indicates the specific project number for that bridge project as identified in the bridge project 
table of ConnectCOS and the PPRTA 3 project list.
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PPRTA Program Development
The PPRTA is a regional transportation authority that facilitates collaboration among member govern-
ments and advancement of transportation infrastructure goals.  PPRTA and ConnectCOS are related but 
not the same (Figure 34). 

PPRTA is a constrained 10-year program of itemized capital, maintenance, and transit projects that is  
presented to the public for approval as a ballot measure during a general election. Voters initially  
approved the sales tax in 2004 (PPRTA 1) and extended it in 2014 (PPRTA 2). The 2022 election cycle 
presents an opportunity to extend the tax to fund transportation projects through year 2034 (PPRTA 3). 
Without voter approval, collection of the PPRTA tax will sunset in 2024. 

ConnectCOS is an unconstrained 20-year vision plan for advancing PlanCOS. Public input is sought and 
incorporated throughout all phases of plan development. The ConnectCOS project list contributes to the 
pool of possible projects to include in the PPRTA, but there are other considerations that advance some 
projects to PPRTA over others (other funding/grant opportunities, City staff input, CTAB input etc.). The 
ConnectCOS Relevancy score was an input into the PPRTA decision- making process.

PPRTA is not the only available funding source. Other sources may be more appropriate for some of the 
projects identified in the unconstrained list. For example, FTA funding may be a better source for many 
of the identified transit-related projects; however, matching funds may be required from PPRTA or other 
local sources.  Many projects may also be competitive for a range of grant programs, federal funding, or 
other opportunities.

Figure 34. Relationship Between PPRTA and ConnectCOS
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MODAL NETWORKS
Roadway
Planned Roadway Network

The Colorado Springs roadway network uses a hierarchy of road classifications to provide safe and  
efficient travel throughout the city. Different road types fulfill different functions ranging from freeways 
that provide regional travel for motor vehicles to local streets that provide vehicular, pedestrian, and  
bicycle access for residents and neighborhoods.  The range of road types in the network forms a system 
that provides mobility via all travel modes between origins and destinations throughout the city. 

Table 5 summarizes the characteristics of the six primary road types in the network. The first two rows 
characterize the primary function on a spectrum between mobility for longer distance travel versus local 
access.  Other rows summarize typical characteristics for each roadway classification, such as trip 
length, traffic capacity, access type, and types of pedestrian and bicycle accommodations.  

It is important to understand that Colorado Springs is a large city with a diversity of geographic and land 
use features.  Specific characteristics of different roadways vary based on the unique context of each 
road, including local natural environment, land use and neighborhood context, period when the road was 
constructed, and the mix of users and trip purposes. Because of this diversity, the characteristics  
provided in Table 5 should be viewed as typical characteristics and the specific elements for each road 
may differ.

The City maintains an Engineering Criteria Manual, including a Traffic Criteria Manual, that provides more 
detail on road standards for each road classification, such as design speeds, minimum and maximum 
grades, access spacing, and specific dimensions.  This ConnectCOS section provides a high-level  
summary of roadway classifications and characteristics, while the most current version of the Traffic 
Criteria Manual provides a basis for specific designs of new roads and roadway improvement projects.  
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Table 5. Roadway Characteristics by Functional Classification

Characteristic Freeway Expressway
Principal 
Arterial Minor Arterial Collector Local

Functional  
Priority  
(mobility vs. 
access)

Mobility only; 
Unimpeded traffic 
flow

Mobility primary; 

Serve high traf-
fic volumes

Mobility primary; 
Access second-
ary

Mobility and 
access

Access primary; 
Mobility second-
ary

Access only

Continuity

Interstate or re-
gional continuity; 
Part of state/US 
highway system 

Provides region-
al connections; 
Often part of 
state/US high-
way system

Interconnected 
and continuous 
within city and 
metro area

Interconnected 
and continuous 
between or 
within neighbor-
hoods 

Interconnected 
and continuous 
within neighbor-
hoods 

Local continuity

Typical Trip 
Lengths

Between cities Between cities 
and communi-
ties

Between com-
munities and 
neighborhoods 

Between and 
within com-
munities and 
neighborhoods 

Within com-
munities and 
neighborhoods 

Within neighbor-
hoods

Typical  
Through 
Lanes

4 to 8 4 to 6 4 to 6  2 to 4 2 2

Typical Design 
Capacity  
(daily traffic)

20,000 per 
through lane

12,000 per 
through lane

8,000 per 
through lane

6,000 per 
through lane

10,000 1,500

Access to  
Cross- 
Streets

Expressway and 
arterial intersec-
tions

Arterial intersec-
tions 

Arterial and 
some collector 
intersections 

Arterial, collec-
tor and major 
property access-
es 

Collector and lo-
cal cross-streets 
and property 
accesses 

Property ac-
cesses

Access  
Types

Grade-separated 
interchanges

Grade-separated 
interchanges 
and signals 

Signals Signals, round-
abouts, or stop 
signs in special 
circumstances 

Signals, round-
abouts or stop 
signs 

Stop signs or 
roundabouts

Pedestrian 
Facilities

Only  
parallel  
off-road 
trails

Detached 
shared use 
paths 

6’ detached 
sidewalks

 6’ detached 
sidewalks

6’ detached 
sidewalks

Attached or 
detached side-
walks

Bicycle  
Facilities

Shared use 
paths

Shared use 
paths, separated 
bike lanes, or 
buffered bike 
lanes 

Separated, buff-
ered, conven-
tional bike lanes, 
or shared road

Shared road

Example 
Streets

I-25, Powers Blvd 
(future)

Powers Blvd 
(current), US 24 
(east of Powers)

Platte Ave, 
Union Blvd

Murray Blvd, 
Galley Rd

Wooten Rd, 
Flying W. Ranch 
Rd

Many
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Major Thoroughfare Plan 

The City’s long-range guide for major roadways, 
including the freeway, expressway, and arterial 
roadway categories, is referred to as the Major 
Thoroughfare Plan. Figure 35 shows the MTP, 
depicting planned classifications of major road-
ways in Colorado Springs. The map also includes 
surrounding areas in unincorporated El Paso 
County, Fountain, and other jurisdictions to pro-
vide a complete picture of the shared vision for 
the entire metropolitan area roadway system.   

The MTP is the plan that emerged from the 
ConnectCOS process for the long-range roadway 
network. It includes several new road  
connections, alignments, and upgrades that are 
recommended in ConnectCOS. Examples include 
the upgrade of SH 21 (Powers Blvd) to a freeway, 
the Powers Blvd extension to the south through 
and past Fountain, the realignment of the Han-
cock Expressway, and the construction of the 
Banning Lewis Pkwy and connections to it. 

The ConnectCOS MTP does illustrate roadways 
and connections outside current city limits. 
These inclusions have been coordinated with 
other agencies and are not intended to imply City 
jurisdiction. However, effective planning requires 
coordination between agencies. Jurisdictional 
boundaries are not usually a consideration for 
transportation system users. These boundaries 
may also change during the lifespan of the MTP.

The MTP also shows existing and new routes. 
Final alignment of these new routes is subject to 
final planning and design that is not considered 
here. New routes in the MTP are presented to 
illustrate critical connections and route spacing to 
complete an efficient network of various roadway 
classifications.

The City Council adopts the MTP by ordinance. 
The MTP is updated over time as major  
development plans and other conditions change. 
The MTP will be amended as changing conditions 
dictate in advance of the next full citywide  
transportation plan update. 

Figure 35. Major Thoroughfare Plan
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Freight

Efficient movement of freight is crucial for the  
economic vitality of Colorado Springs. Trucks  
perform most freight movement to and from  
businesses and industry, as well as distribution of 
goods to commercial establishments and  
consumers. 

Truck traffic can negatively impact the roadway 
system for passenger vehicles, multimodal users of 
the roadway system, and community quality of life. 
The weight and bulk of trucks can affect pavement 
condition, traffic flow, and safety on streets that are 
not designed to accommodate them.

For these reasons, the City Code calls for trucks to 
be restricted to major roads that are designated as 
truck routes. Roads on these routes are designed to 
accommodate trucks efficiently and safely.

The following map (Figure 36) shows the City’s des-
ignated truck  routes, including several planned fu-
ture truck routes. The truck system provides freight 
access to the major industrial and commercial areas 
of the city.  

Figure 36. Truck Route Map
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Active Transportation Network
The active transportation portion of our overall mobility system includes facilities for bikes and pedestrians. The  
system includes both on- and off-street facilities such as trails, shared lanes, dedicated bike lanes, multiuse paths, 
and the entire sidewalk system. ConnectCOS recognizes that most every new street will provide sidewalk  
connections and that most every street may share space with cyclists. These features of the system are assumed 
but by themselves do not create a system that serves the Goal Framework.

The City completed a bicycle master plan, COS Bikes!, in 2018, which provided a vision network of recommended 
bicycle and pedestrian facilities – both on- and off-street – to connect neighborhoods and activity centers  
throughout Colorado Springs. ConnectCOS built from that vision to establish network of primary bicycle and pe-
destrian routes, which includes all COS Bikes! recommendations and additional investments identified through the 
planning process.

While COS Bikes! still offers a valuable basis for identifying active mode needs throughout Colorado Springs, much 
has changed both with the City’s footprint and with best practices for bicycle and pedestrian planning since 2018. 
The City should prepare a comprehensive update to its bicycle and pedestrian master plan, including the vision 
network. The plan update should include an implementation component that identifies specific active mode projects 
(rather than just priority routes), project priority, and appropriate funding sources to help build momentum toward 
build-out of the recommendations.

The proposed Active Transportation Network, shown on Figure 37, highlights a proposed network of dedicated 
facilities that would create a more continuous and geographically comprehensive network of active transportation 
infrastructure for Colorado Springs. The intent of this proposed Network is not to identify every existing or potential 
walking or cycling facility in the city. Instead it highlights where investment might be made to either maintain or 
enhance facilities to create a high-quality core network for dedicated active transportation space that better meets 
goals for a more safe, equitable, sustainable, reliable, accessible, and connected system for active transportation.

Figure 37. Core Active Transportation Network
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Transit Vision Network 
Next Level Transit

PlanCOS documents a vision for 
the community built around vibrant 
neighborhoods, unique places, 
a thriving economy, strong con-
nections, renowned culture, and 
majestic landscapes.  One focus 
area identified to realize this vision 
was to “Take Transit to the Next 
Level” in service of all these goals. 
Considering that an additional 
focus of PlanCOS is to enhance 
city corridors and centers, then the 
transit routes, stations, and stops 
that connect these routes to peo-
ple and neighborhoods are critical. 

MMT develops a regional transit plan with regular five-year updates as required by 
the Federal Transit Administration for funding eligibility. This fiscally constrained plan 
provides a framework for making near-term funding decisions to maintain, improve, or 
expand transit service. The update process does not often provide the opportunity to  
revisit the purpose and role of transit through an unconstrained visioning process  
required to take transit to the next level.

The ConnectCOS planning process has provided the necessary community conversa-
tions and analysis to explore and identify next level transit in Colorado Springs. Like 
other elements of the transportation system, a long-range plan should include a vision 
of what the future system should look like. Next level transit must include a service  
network built around the city centers that people visit and the corridors that connect 
them. 

Next level transit in Colorado Springs provides a real and reliable choice that helps 
address congestion in existing constrained corridors and an alternative to planning for 
future roadways. Public comment throughout the planning process prioritized trans-
portation choices as being critical to the future identity of the community. Transit as a 
choice alternative must be convenient, connected, and competitive. 

Transit Vision Network

The Transit Vision Network shown on Figure 38 describes a future system. The TVN 
identifies corridors and connection points for a transit network for the next level of  
service.

Corridors

Corridors within the network serve significant travelsheds connecting key city centers 
for employment, education, recreation, and commerce. The TVN complements existing 
local bus service with an enhanced transit system for key corridors. Enhanced transit 
represents service that is more direct and more frequent than traditional bus service 
to provide a true alternative to driving. It may include different types of vehicles, stops, 
or character ranging from express bus to BRT to streetcar to emerging technologies 
depending on the corridor and the context. The TVN is not intended to define specific 
service types as these require additional analysis and cost evaluation. 

We may be a few years out from having 
a full choice-based transit system that 
connects both within our city and to other 
cities along the Front Range. However, we 
intend to achieve this vision in targeted 
and strategic sites. We recognize that the 
way to get there is to continue to actively 
plan for these systems and to encourage 
best-practices with transit-supportive uses, 
densities, and design.

PlanCOS: Strong Connections Focus: Take 
Transit to the Next Level (p. 6)

Figure 38. Transit Vision Network 
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Connections

Key connection points are also noted as transfer centers or “mobility hubs.” A mobility hub is a physical 
place that connects a variety of transportation modes. Mobility hubs are often located where transit 
riders may transition to interregional services (e.g., passenger rail, air transportation), local shuttle type 
service, or more active modes including bikes, walking, or emerging micro type service like e-bikes or 
e-scooters.  Next level transfer centers are all-weather facilities designed to connect transit routes.  
However, enhanced transit service can catalyze transit-oriented development to add mobility hub uses 
and functions.

North Nevada Corridor Enhanced Transit

North Nevada Ave between downtown Colorado Springs and the University of Colorado Colorado Springs 
(UCCS) campus features a variety of competing mobility and community demands. This stretch of road-
way provides a critical function connecting institutions, residences, and businesses and provides a front 
door to valuable historic neighborhoods. ConnectCOS and the Renew North Nevada Plan offer recom-
mendations for limiting traffic growth on this corridor.  A stronger, balanced network of alternate routes, 
enhanced transit, and multi-modal transportation needs are integral parts of the plan to limit the roadway 
cross section north of Fillmore St to four travel lanes. Implementation of these recommendations will 
provide for the desired, smaller scale land uses that will limit traffic growth adjacent to and through the 
historic neighborhoods south of the Rock Island Railroad.

The North Nevada Transit Connectivity Study, completed in December 2020, evaluated the feasibility of 
providing enhanced transit services within the Nevada Ave corridor between Downtown and UCCS. The 
study evaluated a preferred transit mode and alignment for enhanced transit service.

From the study, it was determined that bus rapid transit was the recommended transit mode. The study 
found that there are two potential alignments to achieve the goals of the study – an alignment on Nevada 
Ave or one on Weber St for the section south of the Rock Island Railroad, shown on Figure 39. 

Figure 39. Potential BRT Alignments Identified in the North Nevada Transit Connectivity Study

The North Nevada Transit Connectivity Study looked to ConnectCOS to further evaluate and identify a 
preferred alignment for enhanced transit along this corridor based on how the investment would impact 
and integrate with the overall goals and intended functioning of the citywide transportation network. 
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Nevada Ave has limited ability to provide the dedicated transit facilities foundational to successful  
enhanced transit. With limited space and current and forecast traffic volumes, dedicated space for  
enhanced transit service is not available. Nevada Ave remains critical for vehicular traffic as a singular route,  
but the character of this traffic requires transformation to match the character of the neighborhood. 

ConnectCOS directs the identification and implementation of traffic mitigation, calming, and safety  
enhancements between Uintah St and Fillmore St, to be consistent with the PlanCOS Urban Core Street 
typologies and accepted engineering practice. The project is identified in the ConnectCOS project list with 
the unique identifier #158. The historic legacy of our urban core neighborhoods is a valued legacy, and this 
project is intended to better harmonize traffic with the character of these important and unique  
neighborhoods. This project will be executed with the following specific guidance:

The project will: 

 � Be conducted through a public process in  
partnership with affected neighborhoods 

 � Evaluate, identify, and implement improvements 
to enhance safety and mitigate traffic speeds 
through consideration of a full spectrum of traffic 
calming strategies

 � Implement design characteristics consistent 
with traffic operations of 30 mph or lower

 � Enhance walkability including street crossings 
for pedestrian and cycling safety

 � Be consistent with the ConnectCOS Goal Frame-
work, PlanCOS guidance including the Urban 
Core Street Typology, and in pursuit of the equi-
table distribution of non-local traffic to the entire 
arterial street grid as described in the ONEN 
Master Plan adopted by City Ordinance in 1991. 

The project will not:

 � Consider an alternative of more than two traffic 
travel lanes in each direction

 � Consider an alternative that impacts existing  
medians and trees or reduces or eliminates  
parking or driveways except as necessary to 
implement accepted strategies

 � Eliminate or reduces school safety zones

 � Forcefully acquire additional right of way

 � “Kick the can down the road,” but will  
recommend a specific way forward that  
averts future revisits of the same discussion

Weber St is a currently underutilized public right of way and is significantly less in demand than Nevada 
Ave, as Weber St does not continue north of Lilac St. However, Weber St does align with a potential align-
ment for dedicated transit. North of the Rock Island Railroad dedicated transit facilities might be located in 
the rail right of way on the east side of Nevada Ave. This would allow a consistent alignment for dedicated 
enhanced transit facilities from downtown to UCCS. It would also provide more ability to configure Weber St, 
Nevada Ave, and parallel roads in ways that could accommodate enhanced transit and multi-modal trans-
portation while better supporting these important neighborhoods.  The specific guidance above for Project 
#158 also applies to the N. Nevada Enhanced Transit Project #143 and includes the Weber/Wahsatch  
Historic District.

Further evaluation completed through ConnectCOS confirms the Weber St alignment south of Fillmore St is 
recommended as the alignment to pursue for enhanced transit within this travel shed. This recommenda-
tion is consistent with the foundational goal and approach taken by ConnectCOS to identify transportation 
investments that maximize the use of existing right-of-way and facility capacity of the transportation net-
work. Project #143 references this alignment including Weber St, south of Fillmore and using the railroad 
and Nevada Ave right-of-way north of Fillmore St.

The Nevada Ave/Weber St alignment is indicated on the TVN. However, there are still multiple steps required 
for planning, design, and public collaboration to make a final determination of the route, stops, and  
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functionality. These unknown variables still require preliminary design, confirming right-of-way north of the Rock 
Island Railroad, environmental clearances, and confirming of factors necessary for funding before this project 
advances.

Public processes related to environmental clearances and design will shape the final project. In addition, ridership 
and system functionality evaluations will need to be completed to address funding requirements and  
sustainability. Ridership evaluations should include Nevada corridor riders and connecting routes, as well as the 
benefits of parallel routes such as the I-25 express bus service identified in the TVN. Functionality assessments 
through a public process are required to confirm station locations and design, vehicle type and frequency, and  
other critical decisions that would make the system functional and supportive of the unique contexts along the 
corridor, including the Renew North Nevada plan area north of Fillmore St and the north end neighborhoods closer 
to Downtown.  The enhanced transit service envisioned within the North Nevada Ave/Weber St corridor is not 
intended to consider light rail or vehicles out of scale with the context of the neighborhoods. 

PROJECTS, IMPLEMENTATION & NEXT STEPS
Needs-Driven Projects
More than 200 initial actions (potential projects) were identified and reconciled with project recommendations 
developed in previous studies and plans. This list was then evaluated considering the Goal Framework and over-
all relevancy to finalize a list of recommended projects that address the identified needs associated with Critical 
Corridors, address network gaps or improve other specific locations flagged by the process. 

Project List
This process resulted in an unconstrained list of recommended projects. This list appears in Appendix A to the 
plan. The list summarizes every recommended project and includes the following information (Figure 40):

 � Project ID, name, limits, description, and primary associated critical corridor

 � Evaluation results for relevancy, goals addressed, and regional impact

 � Project elements, such as trail, sidewalk, or on-street bikeway

 � Inclusion in PPRTA Program

 � Associated bridges

Corridor Portraits
Recommended projects are also illustrated in corridor “portraits” of Appendix B. These map illustrations cover 
each Critical Corridor segment. Projects and extents are categorized by primary focus: roadway, active transporta-
tion, transit, or a recommended study.

Implementation & Funding
Various funding sources are available for transportation improvements. PPRTA 3 is a ballot initiative being pur-
sued by multiple jurisdictions that, if approved by voters, would extend a sales tax dedicated to supporting trans-
portation investments in the region. While related, ConnectCOS and PPRTA project lists are not the same.
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Figure 40. ConnectCOS Project List Information
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The PPRTA has operated within 10-year windows as approved by voters, and this “sunsetting” feature will likely 
remain. Therefore, a PPRTA 3 project list is a 10-year program of projects constrained by the anticipated funding.

ConnectCOS is unconstrained. Its needs-driven list of projects summarizes recommended actions to achieve an 
objective – to create a transportation system more aligned with the Goal Framework. These projects, however, 
are not prioritized or programmed with identified funding, The PPRTA 3 list is a subset of the unconstrained  
ConnectCOS list.  Additional funding sources or future actions will be required to fully implement ConnectCOS.

Other Funding Sources
Other funding opportunities include Federal and State programs and grants, which the City actively pursues. 
Other sources include focused programs or projects addressing specific needs funded from multiple sources. 
Examples include funding from the City’s General Fund, the 2C Road Tax fund for addressing pavement needs 
citywide, and Federal funding and grants that often require competitive applications.

Targeted and Programmatic
ConnectCOS also recommends continuation of certain program-type funding from prior PPRTA authorizations 
and the addition of similar programs to address identified needs. This type of program remains  
focused on addressing specific needs but provides flexibility to address priorities that may change. One example 
is the Sidewalk Completion program currently funded by PPRTA 2 that identifies missing or poor condition  
sidewalk and executes an annual construction program to address these needs. An ongoing list of needs is 
maintained, and work is programmed and completed as funds are available.

Proposed transportation programs may include: 
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 � Roadway Safety – mitigate existing safety and traf-
fic flow deficiencies

 � State and Federal Discretionary Grant Match Fund

 � Companion Drainage Improvements for Roadway 
Projects

 � Congestion and Incident Management

 � Emergency Bridge Fund

 � Intersection Improvements

 � On-Street Bikeway Improvements

 � Roadway Safety and Traffic Operations

 � Sidewalk Infill Improvements

 � Traffic Signal Systems Upgrades (citywide)

 � Transit Fleet Supplement

 � Transit Service Enhancements

 � Transit Stop and Station Improvements

 � Trail Specific Improvement Programs:

• Foothills Trail

• Homestead Trail

• Midland Trail

• Palmer-Mesa Trail

• Pikes Peak Greenway

• Rock Island Trail

• Shooks Run Trail

• Sinton Trail

• Templeton Gap Trail
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Future Planning 
ConnectCOS provides an ambitious plan to meet Colorado Springs’ current and future mobility needs 
through improvements to the roadway system, active transportation network, and transit service. The 
plan is based on the evaluation of current context and travel demand, while incorporating the best fore-
casting of future conditions available. The timing of PlanCOS and ConnectCOS has provided a rare oppor-
tunity to align the vision for our community with planned transportation improvements that will support it.

However, the city and surrounding areas will continue to see growth and change, while travel demands, 
patterns, preferences, and technologies will influence future needs and potential solutions. The uncon-
strained project list of Appendix A reflects a goal-driven list of investments that will create a transporta-
tion system that supports the community vision documented in PlanCOS. This unconstrained project list 
should adapt to future context and condition while continuing to address the underlying need.

Sufficient changes may also affect community goals or re-prioritize them. To respond to these  
evolving conditions, citywide transportation plans should be updated periodically and more often than the 
20 years since the previous plan. ConnectCOS is a high level plan, and the City will implement the plan 
goals and strategies through a series of plans (corridor, subarea, and modal), capital and maintenance 
budgets and funding applications.

Goal Aligned Flexibility

ConnectCOS is a long-range plan and must incorporate flexibility. The Intermodal Mobility Plan of 20 
years ago could not entirely predict the social, technology, or financial changes that influence today’s 
transportation needs, and this plan will likely not capture the Colorado Springs of 2045. For the lifespan of 
this ConnectCOS plan, future decisions should incorporate the following considerations identified as  
consistent themes of public input. They will serve as guideposts to align future investments with the 
goals identified in ConnectCOS as foundations for a mobile community.
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We want to move safely!

The goal of safety in our transportation system was consistently identified as a priority in the Goal 
Framework. Public input also illustrated the full range of the concept of safety to include multiple ele-
ments. 

 � Safety should be a priority. Investments in the system should address existing safety challenges and 
new facilities should incorporate safety-driven design. 

 � Safety should be independent of travel mode for those who drive, ride, walk, or roll. 

 � Safety should be personal. Investments in the system should consider personal safety in their design 
and implementation especially at off-street locations, intermodal connections, and system access 
points such as bus stops, parking facilities, and trailheads.

Achieving the goal for safety in our transportation system requires a multidisciplinary approach. Many 
factors contribute to safe mobility — including roadway design, speeds, behaviors, technology, and  
policies.  There are many approaches to addressing safety challenges, including technical analyses of 
roadway safety audits and application of environmental design.

Vision Zero is a transportation specific program that recommends specific strategies to achieve a goal of 
zero fatalities and severe injuries. Strategies include:

 � Diversity in the leadership, collaboration, and accountability for safety

 � Data driven analysis to identify trends and disproportionate impacts

 � Equity and community engagement

 � Managing speeds to safe levels

 � Providing transparency and accountability for progress
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The City of Colorado Springs already employs a process sharing these strategies to identify and address 
safety challenges in the transportation system with the goal of reducing fatalities and serious injuries. 
Safety specific actions since 2019 include:

 � Securing grant funding to improve the quality of the City’s crash data

 � Investing in the analytical tools needed to conduct data driven safety analyses

 � Hiring staff to focus primarily on safety

 � Completing a city-wide intersection safety study

 � Implementing 36 safety related projects at signalized intersections 

Near-term safety efforts currently planned or currently in process by the city include:

 � Starting a series of safety analyses along major corridors

 � Developing a safety dashboard

 � Finishing a mid-block crossing guidance and identifying crossing upgrades at 27 trail crossings

 � Implementing the recommendations of the city-wide intersection safety study

ConnectCOS recommends that the City complete a review of current efforts and evaluate if there may 
be additional benefit to formal recognition of the Vision Zero program and strategy. Regardless, the City 
is committed to the Vision Zero principal of zero fatalities and will continue to use the analytical tools to 
implement engineering solutions and will continue to partner with local law enforcement and other local 
agencies to achieve this goal.  It is also recommended that the many aspects of safety continue to be a 
point of emphasis in the planning, design, maintenance, and implementation of transportation and public 
infrastructure.  Investments in the transportation system to enhance safety should equitably target  
identified hotspots and or conditions that contribute to safety challenges. 

We are drivers!

Colorado Springs is a car-centric community. Traffic volumes are expected to continue to grow with our 
community. The transportation system must reflect real-world needs and mobility choices of today and 
the near future. 

Investments in multiple critical corridors are required to have a transportation system that is more safe 
and efficiently reliable for all of us who rely on personal automobiles. Congested corridors and  
associated travel delays have real economic and environmental costs.

We want more choices!

A consistent theme heard throughout the process is that the community wants more travel choices.  
Travel choices include driving, transit, and the active modes including biking and walking. There is a  
diversity of users of the transportation network and in the neighborhoods it serves. More travel choices 
create a more mobile community.

We also need a system appropriate to Colorado Springs. Travel purpose, weather and topography may 
narrow choices for some, just as affordability, ability, or personal priorities may shape the needs of  
others. The commonality expressed is a desire to better serve the entirety of our community. 

Those who drive may want better choices or flexibility in routes to avoid delays and congestion. Transit 
riders would benefit from more competitive travel times and the flexibility of better frequency and  
coverage. Cyclists and pedestrians have a range of abilities but not always a clearly defined network of 
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facilities. Every user needs a transportation system that will support their goals for economic opportunity, 
personal health, and quality of life. 

We should use limited resources wisely.

All the benefits of living in Colorado Springs create an active and attractive community that is, and will  
continue, growing. Growth adds pressure to existing systems and demand for new facilities and systems.  
The transportation system is no exception.

Another consistent theme heard throughout the process is that we need to be efficient with the resources that 
we have. The transportation facilities of 2045 will still need to be maintained. These costs should be consid-
ered in the planning, programming, and implementation of new facilities.

Our vibrant neighborhoods, unique attractions, and majestic landscapes face pressures as travel demand 
grows with the community. The transportation system should support and protect these valuable assets as it 
adapts to meet these needs. Transportation corridors should be planned to be adaptive to changing demands 
and provide efficient use of public rights-of-way.

We should prepare for technology-driven changes.

The world and transportation have changed considerably since the last transportation plan was completed 
over 20 years ago. Changes in transportation, communication, safety, and other technologies will continue to 
change the needs of our residents and the transportation system that serves them.  EVs for personal use and 
for transit are impacting how we think of serving these users.  Broadband access and work-at-home options 
have changed travel patterns. Enhancements to automobile driving and communications systems offer  
exciting opportunities to improve the safety and efficiency of our roadways.

However, while much has changed in the last 20 years, many of the changes predicted then are not yet  
practical or scalable to make the dramatic changes anticipated. Current technological changes may also hold 
great promise for the future but may be decades from significant positive impact. We will continue to evaluate 
promising technology changes and the opportunities they present where we see value in meeting the larger 
goals of the community.  

Integrated Planning
ConnectCOS, following closely behind PlanCOS, has provided an opportunity to specifically explore a  
transportation system that meets tomorrow’s travel demands and aligns with the community vision and 
goals. The technical analysis of needs, development of potential solutions, and identification of a list of  
potential projects has been guided by not only a consistent framework focused on mobility, but also our  
community and our expectations for social, economic opportunity, land use, and quality of life. Our  
community is shaped by our transportation choices, and the planning of both is inextricably linked. 

Integrated planning is context sensitive. When transportation solutions are developed within a  
community-focused Goal Framework, the context of unique neighborhoods and individual users is  
considered along with overall travel demand to identify solutions that better meet the needs of all.  
Integration is also more efficient.  It provides a foundation on which to build plans, projects, and systems  
that are mutually supportive and complementary to enhance the benefit from every investment.
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